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Partly cloudy skies and con-
tinued warm temperatures are 
in the forecast for the weekend. 
Lows will be in the 60s and 
cooling to the upper 50s by 
Sunday. Highs will be in the 
upper 70s. 
THE CHANTICLEER 
Jacksonville State University 
Jacksonville. Alabama 
October 25, 1984 
JSU wins lawsuit 
By JAN DICKINSON 
After almost two years of waiting, Jacksonville State University officials 
have been found not guilty of sex discrimination. The lawsuit was brought 
against JSU by a former teacher, Dr. Penny Nielsen, when her teaching 
contract was not renewed. 
According to Dr. James Reaves, Vice-President of Academic Affairs, 
Dr. Nielsen was notified by Jl:>1.J on March 1, 1983, that her contract would 
not be renewed for the following year. "We had to reduce the number of 
faculty in that department, and she was the only non-tenured teacher. She 
was on a year-by-year contract, so her contract was not renewed for the 
following year." He went on to add, "I want to point out that Dr. Nielsen 
was not fired or dismisssed from her job. Her contract just wasn't 
renewed, which is very different from being dismissed:' 
The University first knew of the sex-discrimination charge when Nielsen 
filed a complaint with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
m1ssion (EEOC). The commission sent a team of investigators to the 
campY.s, where they reviewed the administrations employment policies. 
"After several months, the EEOC dlsmissed the complamt because they 
tound no evidence of sex discrimination," stated Reaves. According to 
Reaves, on Dec. 28, 1983, Nielsen filed a lawsuit in the U.S. District Court, 
na,ming Dr. Theron Montgomery, University President, and Dr. Norman 
Dasmger, then head of the Elementary Education Department as defen-
dants m the case. "In April of 1984, the court dismissed Dr. Montgomery 
from the suit and gave Dr. Nielsen one hundred days to re-file a suit against 
Dr. Dasinger, which she and her attorney, Ed Sill of Birmingham, did.'' 
Officers of International House Program for 1984-85 Chairperson Mr. Chris De Mel, Secretary. See pages H-
academic year are, left to right, Mr. Mohit Kapoor, of 15 for a photofeature of the UN Tea. 
On September Tl, District Judge James H. Hancock ruled that Nielsen 
had failed to prove any sexual discrimination was used against her and 
dJ.Sllllssed the case. "Dr. Nielsen has the rightto appeal Hancock's decision 
stated Reaves, "but we don't know if she will or not." India, Chairperson Miss Rebecca Wilkes of Boaz, Co-
Mondal e woos student voters across the nation 
(CPS)-Heartened by what sup-
porters term "exceptional" and 
"very receptive" student audiences 
at several recent campus ap-
pearances, the Mondale campaign is 
trying to woo the elusive student 
vote with a renewed vigor, cam-
paign organizers report. 
'Ille new strategy, however, aims 
at a sector of the population that 
rarely votes, and that seems to be 
swmgil1g toward President Ronald 
Reagan, oaiervers point out. 
Morever, the head of the 
nallonwide College Democrats 
group thinks much of the cam-
pa1gn 's new student focus is 
"hogwash," adding the Mondale 
troops in reality are not doing 
anything different from what 
they've been doing for mm,ths. 
Nevertheless, "Mondale is 
definitely interested in getting our 
message to (college students)," 
says Gary Brickman, national youth 
coordinator for the Mondale Ferraro 
campaign. 
"Mondale has been speaking on 
quite a few college campuses, and 
he's really been getting a lot better 
response than earlier on the cam-
paign,Brickman claims. 
As a result, he says, "we're 
starting to focus on the camp~ vote 
and get-out-the-vote programs. 
The strategy change, Brickman 
says, came after Mondale's Sep-
tember speech at the University of 
Southern California, which was 
punctuated by repeated heckles and 
jeers from Reagan supporters. 
But the hecklers only provoked 
Mondale into making one of his best 
speeches, Brickman says, injecting 
some excitement and controversy 
mto the appearance. 
National iress coverage of the 
event also helped boost Mondale's 
campus Image, particularly after 
several of the hecklers admitted 
they were part of an organized effort 
to interrupt the speech, Brickman 
adds. 
Although an October 5th New York 
Tunes Poll shows President Reagan 
heavily favored among college-age 
voters, Mondale supporters say the 
USC speech gave new life to his 
campus campaign. 
The following week Mondale got 
another unexpected lift during a 
well-received speech at George 
Washington University in 
Washmgton, D.C. 
"When he went to George 
As a result of the USC and George 
Washington speeches, "Mondale's 
campus campaign is a little more 
visible now, and we're picking up 
I the campus campaign) as we get 
Young Democrats organ ize 
By JAN DICKINSON 
In their first formal organi7.ational meeting of the semester, the JSU 
chapter of the Young Democrats met Thursday, October 18 in the lounge of 
Montgomery Building. Dr. Glen Browder, state representative and 
professor in the Political Science Department, presided over the meeting. 
Approximately twenty students attended the hour long meeting, as well as 
several candidates running for office. 
Browder discussed the Mondale-Ferraro campaign, as well as the ideals 
of the Democratic Party. He said that too many young people do not know 
what the Democratic party stands for. "Regardless of the outcome of the 
election, we're going to be the- party of the people," he said. He added. 
"'flus euphoria over Ronald Reagan has got to end sometime." 
Those candidates attending the meeting were Bobby Rowan, up for re-
election as tax-assessor of Calhoun County; Jim Sloan, running for another 
(See YOUNG, Page 4) 
Washington and got such an out-
standing reception, "Brickman 
says, "1t really helped pick up" 
Mondale's interest in the student 
vote. 
closer to tne election. 
Among other things, Mondale will 
squeeze more camp~ appearances 
mto hls schedule in the weeks before 
the elect10n, and send other 
Democratic leaders to campaign for 
him. 
Mondale headquarters recenUy 
released press releases for National 
Student Voter Registration Day, 
asserting "students will vote in 
significant numbers to put an end to 
Reagan's underestimate of your 
generation. 
"Your generation will decide this 
race," one of Mondale's prepared 
statements said. "J<'or Ronald 
Reagan to think that you don't care 
about your own futures-care about 
cuts m loans for education and most 
of all about nuclear war-is sheer 
arrogance. 
Former presidential candidates 
Gary Hart, George McGovern, Jesse 
Jackson, and Alan Cranston-who 
themselves garnered sizable 
campus followings during their 
campaigns-will be speaking on 
Mondale's behalf at a number of 
schools, Brickman says, although he 
couldn't list any specific campuses. 
Jackson and Hart already have 
begun courting the student vote for 
Mondale at a number of recent 
campus visits, however. 
(See MONDALE, Page 4} 
~age 2 
News Briefs 
ILLINOIS STATE STUDENTS RIOT OVER BAN ON LARGE 
GATHERINGS 
An estimated 1000 students rioted for seven hours as police hurled tear 
gas at them. 
The not grew out of a rally to protest a new Normal, lll., law banning 
large gatherings. The rally got ugly, police say, when someone brought 
beer kegs to the gathering. 
EDITOR WINS $5000 IN DAMAGES 
In 1982, North Seattle Community College fired student paper editor 
Michael Cosgrove after The Polaris published a Veterans Day graphic of 
"dead veterans strewn around a battlefield." 
In settling Cosgrove's subsequent free speech lawsuit, NSC.,"'C agreed to 
pay rum $5000 and to adopt guidelines protecting the paper's editorial 
treedom. 
STUDENT GETS rum ON REFUND OF t&210 
Myrna Baxter got her refund after Brown Mackie College in Salina, Ks., 
promised its students repayment if they didn't get a job within 120 days 
after graduation. 
Baxter got a job 150 days after graduation. 
It's the first refund the school's made adopting the policy last fall. 
GAYGAMESPROMPTIOWAFRATTODROPOUTOFRUSH 
Two members of the U. of Iowa's Phi Delta Theta house reportedly posed 
as homosexuals to discourage a student from joining the house. 
Iowa administrators "encouraged" the house to drop out of rush until the 
lJlCident co~d be investigated thoroughly. 
SPORTS ELIGIBDJ'tY RULES Wll..L HURT BLACKS MOST, THE NCAA 
SAYS 
In a study of the effects of new rules proposed to insure that athletes 
actually get an education, the National Collegiate Athletic AssOciation 
found that 80 percent of the blacks playing for colleges in 1977 would have 
been ineligible under the new rules. 
'Ille proposals. would require freshman athletes to have had a C average 
m high school, to score at least 700 on the S.A.T. or 15 on the A.C.T., and 
take certain math, science and Language courses. 
ENROLLMENTS NATIONWIDE ARE FALLING BUT CAMPUS 
BUDGETS ARE UP 
'There will be 50,000 fewer collegians enrolled this fall;.accprding ~o the 
National Center for Education Statistics' annual Back to Sc~ooi report. 
The report, the first of a series that will appear as nwnbers nrm up, 
p-ojects nationwide enrollment of 12.3 mµJ.ion students, just shy of last 
year's record college population. 
'Ille NCES also predicted colleges will spend $85.5 billion to educate 
students th.ls academic year. 
APPARENT HAZING INCIDENTS PROVOKE PROBES AND LAWSUITS 
'lllree nights after beginning classes at Texas A and M, Bruce Goodrich 
apparently was awakened by older students belonging to the university's 
ubiqwtous Corps of cadets. 
'Ille cadets allegedly hazed Goodrich and two others with strenuous 
exercise through the night, leading Goodrich ultimately to collapse and 
death. 
'Ille university is now probing the incident. 
Meanwhile, a former Nebraska Kappa Sigma filed suit last week against 


















11 :00- 5:00 p.m. 
TMB Auditorium 
THE CHANTICLEER October I, 
SGA makes appointments 
By GREG SPOON Warren Caldwell, Marty Smith, and member of Alabama's Vete11111 
'Ille SGA Senate met Monday Allison Buie. The Ombudsmen will Vigil Society, with a roadblock ■ 
mght, October 22. The first order of be Leslie Bullock, Rex Angle, and Thursday, October 25. Senator Eri 
business was the nomination of Arthur Patin . Dryden was appointed to hell 
committee chairpersons and Andy Goggans was named as the Senate participation in the evenl 
business manager. President Phil new Business Manager and Jimmy · The Senate approved a bill 
Sisk made the nominations and the 'l'hompkins was appointed as Senate allocating $10,000 to be used lo 
Senate confirmed the following Chaplain. Sisk added, after all promote a November concert. The 
committee heads : nominations were confirmed, "l Umversity Programs Council wil 
LJ.ason, Todd Homan; Elections, wish we had had enough positions narrow the choices to two for final 
l,'ynttua Thomas; Lyceum, Greg tor everybody and I wish we had a Senate approval. 
Spoon; Trattic, Allison Buie; Dorm, paying position for everybody Last week, m a special meetill, 
Jenmter Watson; Constitution, because I remember what it was like the Senate approved funds for Jola 
Michael French; Publicity, Warren to be a senator and all of the long catterty and the Beaver Bron 
caldwell; ICC, Tamela Houston; hours and hard work." Band, but the group declined Ille 
Crune Prevention, Eric Dryden. Senator Jimmy Thompkins made offer. Therefore, the committee ii 
Trame Court appointees were a motion to assist Charles Hinds, a back to square one. 
New era opens for Pertelote 
By JAN DICKINSON "'Ille new Pertelote will be a bOOklet similar to that Ii 
Pertelot_e, the companion publication to The Chan- other major universities, concentrating mainly 11p11 
ticleer, will never _be the same a~ain. Beginning this poetry and fiction, stated Basham. She added, '"I'll 
sem~er, changes m the format will mark a new era in other areas of the arts will be published in the Arfl 
the_ hist~ry of the ~tera_ry publication. Supplement to the Chanticleer sometime during ea 
Since . i~ co~ce~tion in_ 1978, the Pertelote has had semester.'' She also said that the production of the at 
some difficulties _m getting off the ground. Toe two supplement would be a joint .effort between the staffa!i 
biggest problems in the past have been lack of quality Pertelote and the Chanticleer. 
submissions and very few students willing to devote time 
to the editing and layout. However, the introduction of a 
creative writing minor within the English Department 
probably will increase the nwnber of student sub-
missions to the publication. This semester's Creative 
Writing 355 class is well on its way to increasing the 
number of sulxnissions. 
In the years past, the Pertelote was published in a 
tabloid format, the same as that of the Chanticleer. 
Poetry and fiction, essays, photographs, and drawings 
were included within, as well as news and features 
concerning the Drama, Music, and Art Departments. 
After careful consideration by Michelle Basham, editor, 
and faculty advisor Dr. George Richards, a decision was 
made to limit the Pertelote to poetry, essays, and fiction. 
Much of the support for the Pertelote will come flm 
the Writer's Club. Amy Bliss Mason, president of tbe 
club, said that contributions to the Pertelote from tbe 
Writer 's Club will include not only submissions to tbe 
111blicaton, but also assistance in the editing and 1a,-
of the book. "Wri~rs on campus are interested in seeiDC 
this project get off the ground. They want Pertelote lo 
become a recognized literary publication just as the 
University of Alabama's Black Warrior Review is. 
All students are invited to submit original poetry and 
fiction for publication. Submissions may be turned in 
either to Dr. George Richards' office, 209 Stone Center or 
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WITH THIS AD 
Offer Valid O c tober 15 thru November 15. 1984 
ZS,~ THE CHANTICLEER 
# 2 College Center 
(Across From Domino's Pizza) 
Fall Mid-Terni Specials_ 
Men's Gino CappeH Jeans................. Reg. $30 
Men's Parachute Pants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reg. $28 
Ladies' Corduroy Pants .................... Reg. $25 
Ladies' V-Neck Sweaters ................... Reg. $40 
ladies' Better Sweatshirts ................. Reg. $40 
Men's & Ladies' 
DAG/Cotton Windbreakers ................. Reg. $40 
Satin Baseball Jackets ..................... Reg. $40 
J. Junkins Polo Beach Towels .............. Reg. $25 
J. Junkins Polo Stadium Blankets . . . . . . . . . . . Reg. $30 
J. Junkins Polo Shower Wrap .............. Reg. $25 
Today's Girl Panty Hose · .................... Reg. $2 
Book-Tux Book Covers ................. . ... Reg. $2 
J. Junkins Polo Note Books ................. Reg. $2 
J. Junkins Polo Plastic Mugs ................ Reg. $2 
Go Gamecocksn 
J. Junkins Is Pleased To Be 
Working With 
The Kappa Alpha Order 
And 
The Sigma Nu Fraternity 
In Their Upcoming Raffles!! 
See Any Member For 
Information And Tickets!! 
ALL NOW 
Regular Price $30.00 
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THE CHANTICLEER Octotierl, 
Workshop held 
. 
1n Tuscaloosa Nuclear arms debated 
By JA.'\Tr PAR.'\"ELL 
'Ille Alabama Press Association 
\:\PA 1 held a design layout 
wl1rkshop tor its members at 
Ferguson Center on the UniYersity 
l1t Alabama campus l-'riday October 
l\l. Greg !:>'poon. co-Editor-in<hief of 
the Chanticleer. attended: he was 
the only person there from a college 
newspaper. 
Spoon listened to speakers as well as 
part1c1patmg m a practical layout 
workshop. DiYiding into groups, 
~ch was gn·en a page and type set 
materials to lay out. The purpose of 
this exercise was for those.attending 
to get ··hands on·· experience. Alter 
completion of the layout sheet. the 
positiw and negatiye pomts of each 
group were discussed . 
Dr. Jim StO\·all. of the um,·ersity lri working on tlv.$ ~,ei;-cise and by 
o\ Alabama communicatwns hstenmg to Ole ,·ariou& speaker.s 
department. coordinated the Greg learned some of the major 
workshop: Dr. Charles Self. of \"A. flaws ot the Chanticleer - flaws 
which should be ·old hat by the time 
spoke about graphics and design: ot this printing. The current flaws, 
and Dr . Kelly Leiter. of the a5 cited by Spoon were: "lack of 
Cnn·ers1ty ot Tennessee. spoke constStency m using taglines and 
about how to produce a good paper cutlmes under pictures," " layout 
trugally . techniques" of the paper such as the 
Dunn the course of the day, combrnatlon of copy and pictures is 
Young 1C-00tinued From Page 1) 
tttm as cl.I'cwt court judge in the Family Court; and Jim Sullivan, 
Democratic candidate for the Public Service Commission. After an in-
troduction by Browder, each candidate gave a brief account of his 
quahlications and asked the students to show their support for him by 
voting. 
Kay Johnson, head of the caJhoun County Mondale-Ferraro campaign 
headquarters ·and co-owner of the Red Rooster Pub said, "It's pretty 
depressmg when I see so many young people come into the Pub wearing 
~gan-Bush buttons or when I look out to the parking lot and see all those 
Reagan-Bush bumper stickers." She added, "I wonder if any of those 
people realize the amount of the deficit that they will oe burdened with in 
the Years to come." 
After the guest speakers finished, Browder appointed a steering com-
rmttee of Jim Hyatt, :-,;atalie Ballanger, and Dale Fuller to coordinate the 
actn;ties of the group until officers were elected. Just before the meeting 
adjourned, Hyatt announced that subsequent meetings will be held on 
Wednesdays at i :00 on the third floor of Montgomery Building. 
not accordmg to the strict standard 
tormat, and "section heads are not 
consistent m size." 
The highlight of the APA 
workshop, according to Spoon, was 
the discussion by Dr. Self con-
cernmg the changing trends of the 
design and graphics of the 
newspaper trom the beginnings of 
purnalism until the present time. 
r,or example, Greg cited the way in 
whlch the newcomer USA Today has 
changed the market by use of a 
modular tormat (boxing stories in) 
and by the use ot color. How a paper 
looks can certamly influence the 
Potential ooyer and reader. 
Overall, Greg tound the ex-
perience to be worthwhile. He 
learned about new aspects of the 
paper which the staff can employ m 
the Chanticleer. 
By JAN DICKINSON 
The Galhoun County chapter of 
BAND (Band Against Nuclear 
Destruction) sponsored a debate in 
the Anniston High School auditoriwn 
on Monday, October 15 at 7:30 p.m. 
'Ille two guest speakers were both 
nationally known experts on nuclear 
war, one from the State Department 
and the other formerly from the 
Uruted States Air Force. 
"Ille flI'st, Stan Sienkiewicz of the 
State Department, is the Special 
Assistant to the Undersecretary of 
.State for Security Assistance , 
Science , and Technology. His 
comments were countered by 
Townsend Hoopes, former Un-
dersecretary ot the Air Force, .aoiUil 
member of the 1Cqmmitt~· for 
Nat1on~l s.ec,urity ( CNS), and 
President of the Association of 
American Pubhshers. 
The topic debated upon was, "The 
Mondo/P-------------
1continuPd From Page 1) 
"Young people are really appearances by Mondale's son and 
begmmng to look at the issues," says daughter at such schools as the State 
Bill Morton, president of the College Uruversity of New York at Albany, 
Democrats in Washington, D.C. ca1-santa Barbara and Texas. 
"And Mondale's speech at George Vice Presidential candidate 
Washington was a turning point for Geraldine Ferraro, too, has cam-
ms campus campaign," he adds. pa1gned at Memphis State, Van-
But Morton says the talk of a 
great new drive to get the college 
vote is "absolute hogwash," a ploy 
to get more media attention. 
Mondale's campus vote 
movement has been in full swing for 
months, Morton says, relying on 
voter registration efforts, speeches 
by Hart and Jackson, and campus 
derbilt and Akron, among others. 
The notation "q.v." stands 
for the Latin "quod vide," 
meaning "which see". 
Peril of Nuclear War -Which W11 
Out?";an issue on the mmdsof 
most American voters today. lki 
speakers were well - received by ■ 
auc1ience of predominanUy ycq 
people. 
Tl\e following Tuesday, Mr. 
Hpopes held a press conference all 
am. at the Downtowner Motel i 
Anniston His discussion of cumi 
issues i.o foreign policy included Git 
recent Reagan-Oromyko talks. 
"fhe CNS, of which Hoopes is a 
member, is an organization 11111 
encourages communication betwem 
communitv leaders and natiolll 
security experts. CNS speakm 
travel to communities across 1111 
nation to ·promote the educaton Iii 
a greater awareness of national 
security issues. 
Other members of the CNS incllli 
actors Paul Newman and Ed Am, 
author Norman Cousins, retiroo U.S. 
Navy Rear Admiral 'fhomas DavieJ, 
and Atlanta mayor Andrew Yowig. 
REWARD FOR DOG 
Black and white female, 
white chest and legs, back 
left leg broken. Answem m 
"Pepper'' 
















Jack's giant hamburger is a 100% pure beef patty with I 
all the trimmings on a sesame seed bun. It's 
O 
I 
a great deal on a big meal! 
Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per person , I 
per visit. Not valid with any other coupon or special order. 
Explree: 11-30-84 1022 
Ja<;ksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pell City , r-------- --------- .--•·""-'-·, . 2-PIECE ~, I ·~ -;>-, •·' ·-,~- CHICKEN I ':.'>~~ . 2IACK'S I 
1,~NolW:frR$t.79 II .... >=-t,<·A-_ sA~GJ/~~!rs 1' 
Two pieces of Jack's golden spicy fried chicken, trench Fresh-baked buttermilk biscuits filled with Jack's savory 
I fries, coleslaw and a fresh-baked buttermilk O I sausage. A real eye opener. A great meal G I biscuit. for two. 
I Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per person , I Please present coupon when ordering One coupon per persor- , I per visit Not valid with any other coupon or special order. per visit. Not vahd with any other coupon or special order 
L.:
Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pell City I Jacksonville, Lenlock. Anniston & Pell City :J 
E)q>lrd: ll-30-84 1022 Explree: 11-30-84 1022 --------------------
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Campus porn protested Degr~e still helps 
(CPS) - Several 
campuses once again have opteo 
llling campus funds and facilities to 
run pornographic movies during the 
J&,tmonth. 
Most recently, University of 
V1rginia President Frank Hereford 
bas refused a National Organization 
~Women (NOW) invitation to view 
the movie "Deep Throat." 
NOW wanted to enlist Hereford's 
q,port in banning the film from 
UVa, where it was shown as a 
lundraiser for the Phi Sigma 
fraternity two weeks ago. 
Hereford, in a letter to Cynthia 
Taylor, president of the Charlot-
tesville,Va., NOW chapter, said that 
while he "personally abhors this 
kind of thing," he feared banning the 
film would violate the First 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, 
Taylor reports. 
Also fearing it'd quash free 
speech, an Indiana Uniyersity dorm 
student government last week ap-
iroved a motion to let students 
keep showing x-rated movies in the 
mrm. 
The week before, 25 University of 
Iowa protesters tried to disrupt a 
campus showing of a movie called 
"Peeping Tom . ., 
The anti-pormgraphy forces have 
woo a few times. The manager of 
University of Texas at El Paso 
campus pub recently ordered the 
pib's pay tv channel turned off at 10 
p.m., when $e}ecTV switches to blue 
ioovie programming. -
And soon after the Indiana dorm 
•council approved showing por-
oography, the campus-wide Indiana 
University Student Association 
passed a resolution ·condeming 
pornography and offering to work 
with the dean of students to teach 
students "about the effects of por-
nography on our society .. " 
Generally, however, students and 
administrators reluctantly go along 
wilh the screenings, which are 
usually staged by fraternities or 
campus film societies. 
"This situation," observes 
William Fishback, an aide to 
Hereford at Virginia, "is not a 
winner in any respect." 
"The last bastion of 
men against women 
at a University. n 
Fishback. says Hereford finally 
decided that "we're talking about an 
issue of freedom here. We will not 
ban movies because tt.is could lead 
to book bufnings and such. 
"This is·•a very complex issue of 
values," •NOW's Taylor replies. 
"Hereford claims the school won't 
do an~thing that is against com-
munity standarm, but in Charlot-
tesville, this is against community 
standar~. 
She mamtains "the cost of human 
dignity is too great to show this type 
of film on public grounds of a state 
school. ~peci.ally '5 a fundraiser.'' 
Taylor also sees the issue as "thr! 
last bastion of men against women 
at a Uniyersity." 
The courts, however, have been 
quick to rule against those who 
would ban movies, books or other 
,forms of popular culture. 




Showtimes: 7:00 & 9:30 P.M. 
3rd Floor TMB 
Michigan ,federal judge forced 
Grand Valley State College ad-
ministrators to pay the $250 rental 
fee for a x-rated film a student group 
wanted to show. 
The college routinely had paid 
film rental fees in the past, but 
didn't want to fund a pornographic 
film. 
Even student groups have shied 
away from outright bannings. In the 
last six months, student politicians 
at Pepn, Hawaii, Arizona State and 
even Virginia rejected measures 
that would have barred x-rated 
films. 
Hoping to steer a middle course, 
the Cal-Santa Barbara student 
government in 1983 voted to allow 
showing pornographic films, but to 
require they be preceded by a 10-
minute educational program on the 
subject. 
Private Marquette University last 
fall banned "Porky's" because it 
included "excessive sex" and 
"Monty PYthon's The Meaning of 
Life" because it was "anti-
catholic." Administrators recieved 
m legal challenge, a Marquette 
spokesman says. 
And in spite of administrators 
reaffirmation of its right to show any 
movies it pleased, a University of 
Cincinnati film group cancelled its 
June, 1984 plans to show the x-rated 
"Vixens" after a local county 
prosecutor threatened to press 
obscenity charges. 
W ASHING'fON, D.C. (CPS)- A college education continues 
to be I! big help in getting a job, according to a newly-released report by the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (Bl..S). 
As of March, 1984, the unemployment rate among college graduates 
averaged 2. 7 percent, compared to 7 .2 percent for high school graduates 
and 11.6 percent for workers with an eighth grade education or less, the 
report shows. 
The unemployment rate for college grads this year, moreover, 
represents a significant drop from the 3.5 percent in 1983, and 3.0 percent in 
1982, notes Bl..S spokesman Rick Dedens. 
.. College graduates make up a majority of the workers in most 
managerial and professional fields, as well as the bulk of workers in 
technical and sales occupations. 
Among professional occupations--health and medical services, law, 
teaching, engineering, math, and computer services-college graduates 
comprise 78 percent of the work force, the report reveals. 
Ip addition, college graduates make up 43.5 percent of ~": executive, 
administrative, ,and managerial jobs, 36 percent of sales positions, and 33 
perce~t of all technical occupations. 
. !For the \bird consecutive year, the number of college graduates in the 
labor force rose by more than a million, the report also shows, 600,000 of 
.whoµi were women. 
Woinen graduates, in fact, now comprise 38 percent of all workers with 4 
or qiore years of college, compared to 32 percent in 1970. Over the same 
period, the rl:?l)Ort notes, the nwnber of women graduates who work rose 
from 61 percent to 78 percent. 
Black female graduates show an even higher employment rate, ac-
cordipg to the study, which shows that 88 percent of all black women grads 
hGld jobs. 
Among white female grads, 77 percent are now employed. 
And among male graduates, both white and black, 95 percent are active 
in the labor force. 
Since "we don't really ask people their motivations or reasons for being 
employed," the Bl.S's Dedens says, the report doesn't explain the in-
creases in labor force rtici tion amo women and blacks. 
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'A n~tjon that is afraid to let its people judge truth and 
falsehood in an open market is a nation that is afraid of 
its people.' 
---,John F. Kennedy 
P•n9nolly Speaking 
Get o·ur men out 
Last Mondayllight the SGASenate moved to aSSist Mr. (,'hades Hind.1, a 
representative of Ure Veterans• Vigil of Honor, in bi.a quest to have our 
PrisOnersofWar .and.Missing inActionreturned from Vietnam. This effort 
on the part ot the senate is afine gesture of patriotiam and i• appr«:iated. 
Facts $how that neady 2,500 U. s. servicemen and civillanS: are aWl 
missing m Vietnam, Laos. and Cambodia. Of the nearly 2,500 Americans 
listed as missng in action~ our government admits to having knowledge ot 
l).89ot the$emen being held in enemy hands. 
On November i. the Alabama delegation will leave to take part in the 
V~ans• Vigil of Honor in Waablngton, DC. 'l'his noble action b)' the for-
mer veterans shows that a great concern among the ranks, for tbel3e 
mi&1ingpeople islelt and action to retrieve them is needed now. 
How does this effort affect students? Well, some students have oc lll'e 
expel'iendng the SOl'J'O:W and anxiety of having a parent or t>rother wbo is 
liSted asa POW MIA.Most ofusdo noUaww what it feehs like to have on.eof 
oor loved ones being held in a tar- away land, i,~or tho,e who do, the daily 
agony of not lQJO:Wing whether or not tbe family member ii alive- is a 
tei;rtble one. Words cannot begin to descrlbe the emotional strain they .go 
through. 
'!'he senate is circulating petitions -0n eampus for students • faculty to 
sign showing that they ate indeed concerned about tbe retum of. <l\U' 
veterans. 'these petitions will be sent to vartoua governmental agencies to 
sbowthe tirmneasof the American people on tbiatasu,e. 
GREG SPOON 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 
Some smrtlingstatistt~ abOnt the POW MIA.issue 1ncludetbe following; 
1. '£he tlni.tedstates haa actual photograph$ .of 500\e -Of these- men tak~ 
m ~ivity and in other instancea. We have copies oUape<l bt'(>adeuf.,iin. 
Wbichsome<lf<JW' ~ptured servicemen.have been beard. 
2. A defending Vietnamese- ottieer was reported to mtve _,_. .. J2 
Ameri~ eJ$'Cising in short blue pants and short s1eeve<t ships ,iriOl.ti)e, 
lettersTBont.beback.ln Vie~TB:means ''p.isonerofwar. 
3. Of the 591 Americans·wbo were teturned, not one was~ Uwe 
think about the others who ejected from buning planes, 
vebicles~ and other machme'1', COMmOn sense teU. us that ·$()Me.(){.·~ 
captnredhad to besewr~ inj~ andarestillbeingheld. 
'!'he Department of Defense issued the following statement.in January of 
11ns year~ 
0~ ~ 
~ :::..-------- College Press Service 
Abortion issue: 
The need for compromise 
By C. MAROLLAS 
If you think the abortion subject is a product of the 
modern age, you are wrong. Abortion has been an issue 
of cont1ict in this country since the mid-nineteenth 
century. In the United States the treatment of abortion is 
chrecUy connected to the English Common Law which 
stated that abortion was not a crime before the fetus 
quickened and the aborted woman was immune from 
any kind of prosecution. Massachusetts was the first 
state to deal with the subject by legislation in 1821, and 
the first state to enact in 1845 a law dealing exclusively 
with abortion. In 1860, seventeen out of twenty states 
retained abortion immunity by law to women in stating 
abortion as crime after quickening. In the early 1860s the 
medical profession began well organized antiabortion 
campaigns, which caused legislatures to review the 
subject and adopt restrictive laws, which stayed in use 
up to the 1960's, when a more liberal type of legislation 
was proposed. Up to then only a threat to the life of the 
pregnant woman was ground for abortion. In 1962 with 
the Model Penal Code two more grounds for legal 
abortion were added, first in case the pregnancy 
resulted from rape or incest and second if the child 
would be born "with grave physical or mental defect." 
Several states created legislation based on the Modern 
Penal Code, but also at the same time test cases 
challenging the constitutionality of restrictive abortion 
laws were initialed in several regions of the country 
resulting in the two 1973 Supreme Court landmark 
decisi.ons invalidating most of the state abortion laws, by 
stressing the "attending physician's medical judgment 
and creating many loopholes. The acceptance of these 
decisions ranged from very enthusiastic by "right to 
choose" groups to total rejection by the well organized 
"right to life movement." While different contraceptive 
methods have received wide acceptance in recent years, 
the great dispute about abortion continues, trimarlly 
concerned with the same moral question, "Is abortion 
w:ong'! " On that moral question two very popular 
positions have been taken--0ne is the conservative the 
other is the liberal. Under a close examination these two 
views can be found to project serious problems. The 
conservative view is that abortion is wrong because it is 
a murder of a human being with a right to life. Two 
major objections have been raised to this position. lt'irst 
though both sides agree that the fetus will become a 
human being if the pregnancy continued, they disagree 
as to whether it is a moral person already. What does it 
take to qualify as a person'! Some conservatives 
iroposed "having a unique set of genes," others "being 
conceived of humans." Second if the fetus is a person not 
(See ABORTION, Page 7) 
Mondale pulls a fast one "'fhe United states Goveriment has made numer;ous approaches to thf) 
(.'OimDuniSt governments of Jndochina in an effort to obtain tbefullest 
PO:Stble accowiting of Americans lost during the mllitaey amflid there, By MIKE GIBSON 
Although a degree of progresJ has l)eetl made to date, in general the in,. it seems Walter Mondale is trying 
dochinese governments have been unW.Ullng to provide information to U.S. !-0. p,UU a~• ·~~e 6~ ttlj Afllertcflll 
offiaals on thismatter ... Why d-Oes the U.S. QQVernment,Place $Ud:1 a high people t\'YO ·~l!eks before tile elec-
jriotity on resolving the statusOfunaccounted for Amel'icans?The~r tion. The Democratic candidate is 
was stated by Secretary of Defense C~ W+ Weinb«ger in an addreu changing his tune in the middle of 
before the National League of POW MIA families: "We Amertoane have a the song, and there is a definite 
direct responsibility to our $er'Yicemen who haveJougbt for the United reasoning behind it. 
member of the Senate, Mr. Mondale 
opposed increases in the budget 
while our defense posture 
Democrats have been isolated by 
Mr. Mondale's left field views on 
defense and social issues. Con-
servative Democrats such as 
Governor George Wallace have 
.fallen short of endorsing the Mon-
States. It is imperative that we meet ttiat· .responsibility. not only ln b Walter~ Mondale has realized that 
specific instance -of accounting for servi-cemen stm nlis9inJ• but so that in•his rush to cater to every interest 
Mw;egene,rationsof.Americans canservewiththefaithandtru.;t.tt»l,twe group possible simply to garner 
care. •ntey must be confident that should thtY ~ captured or ~ as votes, he has left mainstream 
missing, we WilldoeveryUlingtoaupportthemin cumbatorre~ ~to- America behind. 
~ bOlnel.uid afterwards. ... ...•. .· . < < On the campaign trail and in this 
· That statement really sums up the situaUop: Others are ttyi.,. Jo -help past week's debate he has toughened 
and we as students should also takeanactl.yerole,If and when thenc.tp his language on foreign policy and 
c.u,nesalong, God'forbid. we need to know that J.Omffl)~ on OW' •Nl'Oil ceased talk of his promised tax 
~get us home safely. studentsandfaculty; .b.,ecome.ilwQlvedJfidaif~~ increase. 
~ks are being beld from 10:00.12:00 today to raise ~ 'fO ••help The Walter Mondale of the 1970's 
~ this e2use. Go out and give a financial glft-you11 be belPQlS bring would not have proposed an increase 
IJ!?!!!l~~i!!!ilJlOf!,;02!W',!UAJJierg;. 9£!:!5ic~an!9!s.j.All~"'!ffl!theset!!~!Wll!!JDA!t!!destn~t!,!e~ourmt!!·!!l!::...._J in deferise spending. While a 
deteriorated. While Vice-
President, his record was little 
better. Now, Mr. Mondale proposes 
a 4 percent increase in defense 
spending,contrary to his past 
record. 
The Walter Mondale of San 
Francisco would not have said, "I 
don't trust the Russians." This 
would have thrown the isolationist 
retreatist faction at the convention 
into a dither. 
The .Walter Mondale of late 
September spoke of how raising 
taxes was imperative. No mention 




Mr. Mondale must now realize 
~hat without this support, the sup-
.,port1 of average Americans, he 
cannot win . The, problem is he has 
waited too long and too late to at-
tempt one last Fritz-flop to fool us all 
two weeks before the election. 
, Although Mondale has been doing 
~ual\ pf;~s, 1t1tely, he has sadly 
stayed niN~e rA1sm-ie wiys. 
Two :>Oints : Vice Presitlent 
Mondale said in the second debate 
that even though a majority of 
(See' MONDALE, eage 7) . 
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Traffic problem continues 
to be a major problem 
By MELINDA GAi.LAHAR 
'frathc has always been a problem on and off campus. 
It ts the little things every student does each day that add 
~ to an enormous traffic problem. 
The hrst concern ot students on campus is parking for 
class, that is parking within one block of the building 
where therr class is meeting, not three buildings away. 
lince the expansion of the campus, parking has become 
a nwsance because the campus extends over a large 
area. A new student might wonder if the administration 
gave any forethought to the expansion or if the buildings 
were just planned here, here, here and over there. 
The tune between classes was extended from ten 
mmutes to fifteen minutes. Ideally a student should be 
able to walk from the dorm to Stone Center, to Martin 
Hall, or then to Merrill Hall. Those who take a course at 
the Cohseum are out of luck unless they are long 
chstance runners. 
The second concern of students on campus is whether 
they will get to class on time and find a parking place 
which will not require their walking more than a few 
steps to be on time for class. It appears at times that 
teachers forget that students have to go from building to 
llllldmg. Some teachers come to class late; therefore 
the lesson plan for that day is already five minutes 
behind schedule. To make up for the tardiness, the 
teacher will hold class over five minutes and in turn 
cause an entire class to be five minutes late for their 
next class. Now multiply this situation by two, by three. 
It adds up to an enorrrnus traffic problem, a traffic jam 
at the bwldings. 
To make up for this, students have started to neglect 
all trafhc and safety rules. Many students will go the 
wrong way in the parking lots ( totally ignoring the 
arrows), exceed the speed limit, pull out in front of other 
cars and Just take unnecessary chances with their life 
and the lives of others. Not all students do this, of course. 
Some wlll actually feel compassion for their fellow 
student and extend some form of courtesy such as letting 
a car or two ahead of them. 
'Then there are the pedestrians who love to play 
chicken with the cars. No matter how often a car has 
come close to hitting them or a horn is honked at them, 
they continue to walk in the middle of the median. What 
does 1t take for the pedestrians to realize they should not 
walk in the middle of the median but to the side of it? 
Will someone's being hit and seriously injured have an 
effect"! 
Tratt1c problems extend to off campus also. It seems 
that If students are going to live in a town for at least 
eight months out of a year that they would take the time 
to learn therr way around the town. One or two af. 
temoons of walking or driving around a small town like 
Jacksorwille are all it takes to have every main street 
and local business practically memorized. All it takes is 
a little ettort on the part of the driver to learn the city in 
which he or she is living. 
Make use of the turning signal on your car while you 
are on and oil campus. Let the drivers' cars behind and 
in front ot you know that in several feet you will be 
turrung. It your car has no signal, use the proper hand 
signal. Always use the turning lane provided plus the 
turn signal. Do not make a sudden turn; it will only 
cause problems. Most motorists obey the laws, use their 
turrung signal, use turning lanes and naturally expect 
others to do likewise. 
Traffic will always be a problem on and off campus. It 
1s the little things that add up to the major problems. A 
major problem for both faculty and students is just plain 
lazmess. One student has noticed on more than one 
occasion that students who live in Patterson Hall load up 
in a car and drive to the cafeteria. How many students 
load up a car at Sparkman? At Weatherly? At Fitz-
patrick? Are these the students who complain of the lack 
of parking spaces at the cafeteria and at other buildings 
on campus? 
'The traffic problem has been a subject for editorials 
over the past year and will probably continue to be one 
untll the students and faculty help solve the problem. 
THE CHANTICLEER IS no longer in a position to write 
editorials about student apathy because the par-
ticipation seen during the Quiet Riot shows students will 
become involved. We can cease editorials on the traffic 
problem only through your help. 
Abortion----------------------
<Continued From Page 6) 
all killings ot persons are wrong, for instance killlng in 
self detense, in war, as punishment connected with 
saving or protecting one or more lives may be morally 
remiss1ble. At the other extreme the liberal position is 
that abortion 1s not wrong because a fetus is not a person · 
yet, but sunply part of the woman's body. This view also 
has some serious problems. 1''or one thing it is not true 
th~ you can do whatever you want to .your body. It is not 
a private matter whether or not to tie around you ex-
ploSives and exploqe yourstµf in a crowded builqing. 
How others are affected matters, even if it is your body. 
But also just because a fetus isn't a person does not 
mean you can do whatever you want to it. For instance, 
you cannot "want only" to destroy streams or kill ot~r 
anunals for no reason even if they are not persons with 
human rights. At least like animals, a fetus may have 
some rights even if t is not yet a person. Judith Thomson 
with her "famous violinist" example developed a more 
sophisticated compromising position. "Suppose you are 
kidnapped by some music lovers," the story goes, "and 
wake up in a hospital bed with your kidneys attached to 
those of a famous violinist who has a rare kidney disease 
and needs nine months of dependence on your kidneys to 
survive. You are his last hope. Must you lie here for nine 
or more months?" Thomson as~. or unplug yourself 
and walk away·? Her answer is interesting. It depends. 
'The parallel with pregnancy is obvious. If the sacrifice 
bemg asked ot you is small, you can not refuse. lf the 
sacrifice would be great as dropping out of school or 
loSing your sanity or your life, even a good Samaritan 
would retuse. 1n either case she claims the violinist has 
no right to the use of your kidneys. His right to life is not 
a right to demand from others whatever it takes to keep 
him $ve. 1n pregnancy, Thomson argues, "even if a 
fetus IS a person with a right to life, this does not imply 
that a woman has to undergo heavy sacrifices to support 
its life, but however she would be very indecent to refuse 
to undergo a small sacrifice to support its life. For one 
more time, the question of whether a fetus is a person or 
not has been the central point in the abortion debate. No 
one knows whether a fetus is a person or not, so the 
argument whether abortion is wrong remains. 1n the 
absence of a fully accepted solution to this moral 
question, the laws should not prohibit abortioM. If a 
fetus 1s a person or not, abortions in early pregnancy to 
save a woman from "serious consequences" are 
justified, but late abortions for "trivial reasons" are 
wrong and not justfiable. The most controversial issue 
here now is determining how serious the harm must be 
to a woman in order to justify abortion or whether 
abortion can be justified. 
Mondof e---------(-Co-n-tln_u_ed_Fr_o_m_Pa_g_e_&_) -----------
A,nericans and a majority of 
~ic Americans favored the 
Sunpson-Mazwll: Immigration Bill, 
he did not. Secondly, Mr. Mondale 
blamed the budget deficit for the 
nation's immigration problem. The 
Simple question is, how? Both of 
these statements were disturbing. It 
seems that Mr. Mondale used his 
deficit catch-all reason once too 
otten and that he is the one who is out 
of touch with the pulse of the nation. 
Which 1s worse, when Mondale 
changes or when he doesn't. 
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Letters to the editors 
Hinds writes 
Dear Editor: 
On November 1, 1984, a group of 
Vietnam Veterans will be going to 
Washington, D.C., to stand Vigil of 
Honor guard tor the 2,490 Americans 
still missing m Vietnam. This is 
necessary m order to get a full ac-
counting and-or release of the 
Americans still in Southeast Asia. Of 
the 2,490 Americans, 45 are from 
Alabama. 
For over two years now a vigil has 
been conducted in Washington, D.C., 
at the Vietnam Memorial 
Monument. Veterans have stood 
guard 24-hours a day, 365 days a 
year. Now the State of Alabama will 
also be mvolved. 'The only issue will 
be the release or accounting of the 
Americans. 
Most Americans would like to 
forget Vietnam, and so would I. 
However, if you were a prisoner of 
war, wouldn't you want your country 
to do whatever they could to gain 
your release'? Or if it were your 
tat.her, son or brother being held 
prisoner, would it not be the main 
1SSue for them to come home'? 
Something has happened to us all. 
For over a year I have been working 
on the Alabama's VeteraM Vigil and 
1 cannot find enough volyp~s, 
e1th~r veterans or civilians: willing 
to donate a few days of their lives to 
help therr combat brothers who need 
us so much. Southerners have 
always been known for their 
hospitality, and I've always been 
proud to say I'm from Alabama. 
We'll open our arms and hearts to 
V1S1tors and guests, but what about 
our own that are on foreign soil 
bemg held against their will '? ls it 
true that someone has stolen the 
heart of Dixie"? 
11 there IS anyone who would like 
to make this most worthwhile 
.JOurney to stand guard, please 
contact me at the above address or• 
phone number as soon as possible. 
Anyone and everyone is welcome. 
Deep in my heart I know that the 
true Southern spirit still lives. 
Sincerely, 
Charles W. Hinds 
Alabama's Veterans Vigil Society 
Warmbrod 
responds 
Dear Co-editor Steve Camp, 
IQ your editorial "Why have V.P. 
debate," you are not only con-
tradictory in handling your opening 
theme, but you also wander ex-
cessively from your subject in an 
apparrent effort to parade your 
na1v'ete to the world. 
Because the enormous number of 
stupidities in your editorial forbids 
my tearing it apart with only one 
stroke of my pen, I'll do it step by 
step. 
First, your editorial is inap-
i:ropriately title. Your real point is 
to claim Bush won, not to question 
why there should be a debate. This 
conclusion the reader obviously 
draws because of the "meat" of your 
propaganda piece is not an ex-
pansion of your theme as it should 
have been, but rather a "nanny-
nanny-t>oo-boo, we won an(1 you 
didn't" expansion on a second and 
mapproprately handled theme. Your 
contradiction with yourself, which 
was to be expected judging by the 
mentality of your wrting, came 
when you answered your first theme 
at the end of your editorial without 
even realizing you had answered it. 
'Therefore, once again I submit that 
your editotrial should have not been 
we1tten under that title. -
Next, you say the debate was 
obVIously planned so the media 
could see how a woman on a 
presidential ballot would handle 
herself. That is the most 
chauvan1st1c statement I've read in 
Chanticleer since 1982: It's also as 
shallow as saying the reason for the 
V.P. debate was because Reagan 
will obviously die in office if 
reelected, so the public needs to 
know If Bush is competent and not 
just hot-headed. You didn't really 
want your editorial that shallow did 
you·? 
'Then you wandered into your 
second theme. You said, "after 
seeing the debate, most can see that 
the Democratic ticket is in deep 
trouble." Obviously, Steve, that's 
why Reagan's lead has been cut by 
five to fifteen points in polls in some 
states since the second debate. 
After that sentence , your bias 
becomes most oderous. Your opinion 
1s, though you stated it rather 
crudely, that Ferrarro lost. Well, 
Steve, you are dead wrong.Not only 
did she win because she collected 
more debating points than did Bush 
but as every analyst on all thre~ 
networks pointed out afterwards 
she won the debate simply becaus~ 
she did not lose it. The same was 
even said of Bush (giving that there 
could be two winners in a debate) 
~cause, as you sis note carrecUy 
for once, he acted as an extension of 
Reagan. 'This was desperatly needed 
at the tiine because Reagan's 
mental stamina was so .low in the 
hrst debate due to his old age he 
badly hurt his chances for reelec-
tion. 
Aside from all the other extremely 
biased unpressions of the debate you 
related, which are so easily disputed 
by Democratic and nonpartisan 
(look 1t up) observers, you made two 
other statements I must, in good 
truth, resp0nd to. First, you said 
"her nose buried in her notes." 
Steve she did not use notes. You also 
said "her appearance was un-
favorable." All I can say in response 
to that staement is: Steve, I'm sorry 
she doesn't turn you on. 
'The next time you decide to write 
an editorial dealing with politics, I 
would · suggest you take a more 
nonpartisian approach to your 
material. State the facts as . y01J 
know them, present a logical 
.resolution to whatever conflict you 
may be dealing with, and let· the 
reader draw the conclusions. I'm not 
trying to patronize you, since you do 
know how to write, I'm Just saying 
you botched this particular editorial, 
and in doing so you patronized the 
reader by drawing conclusions for 
him or her. 
Smcerely, Clay Warmbrod 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
17th century satire ushers in season 
Students rehearse Photo by Tim Quick 
By JENNELL BURKES 
The Drama Department is 
presenting the magnificent 17th 
century comedy, The Doctor In 
Spite of HimseH. This French play 
was originally called Le Medecin 
Malgre lui. The French playwright 
Moliere , pseudonym of Jean-
Baptiste Poquelin, is a playwright 
who built a reputation through his 
satirical comedy "in which he 
ridiculed the follies and pretense of 
his clay. " Yet all of his plays are 
written so that the "narrative often 
seems incidental to the portraiture." 
In the Doctor In Spi~ of 
Himself, Moliere humorously 
exaggerates the weaknesses of 
mankind in an attack against 
physicians. The drama department 
has ·captured the past seen through 
Moli~re 's humor and is ready for a 
fabu1pus opening. The drama 
de~~ent has worked very hard 
sincJ~· the opening of school in 
preparing to speak the lines of the 
excellent script with a creditable 
accent. 
~oogh t.ne Doctor In Spite of 
Himself is 17th century, it Iias •a 
somewhat modern dialogue which 
will interest college students. Many 
may feel a kinship with Moliere as a 
result of studying Shakespeare 
although the time span is great. 
. Actor Douglas Tomas, who plays 
·the part of Sebastine. Valere and 
Perrin in the Doctor In Spite of 
Himself says, " I've done a 
numerous French plays at 
Youngstown State in Ohio and I love 
~~---, . . 
r 
final preparations 
Photo by Tim Quick 
Shakespearean plays also." Actor production and I have really enjoyed 
"It is de{initely 
entertaining, very 
funny throughout." 
Steve Green who plays the part of 
Lucas says, "Students will really 
enjoy this play; it is definitely en-
tertaining, very funny throughout." 
And actor Randy Reese who plays 
the part of Benard, Mr. Robert and 
Thibant says, "This is my third 
working with The Doctor In Spte 
of Himself simply because it is 
satirical." 
In the Doctor In Spite of 
mmseH the scenery is very creative 
and the cast is simply marvelous. 
The costumes are beautifully ma 
in 17th century styles. Therefore, 
with so much talent, this play will be 
an overwhelming success since the 
portraits will be well developed as 
though Moliere were here to direct ii 
himself. 
Mystery band dishes out distinctive sounds 
By MARTIIA RITCH 
Tht. rwnor was that some jazz group was playing at My Brother's Bar 
last week and weekend. The rumor was only a little cloudy as THE CAST, 
formally FORECAST p O\Jjl"ed out some complicated tunes not solely 
characterized as jazz. 
It 's true that rock and roll wasn't the theme of the evening's selections, 
but neither was it standard jazz or typical rhythm and blues. In fact, they 
could hardly be labeled a theme band at all. Besides talented, the only 
other word to describe THE CAST is intricate. 
The four member band out of Tuscaloosa is made up of Glen Butts on the 
guitar, Milton Davis on bass, Mark Lanter on drums and Libba Walker on 
everything, which includes keyboards, flute and vocals. Lanter and Davis 
are boh graduates from the University of Alabama. Walker is a graduate of 
Berkely and, along with Lanter, has a performing arts degree in music. 
Her musical know how sneaks out in every single note, whether it is played 
or sung. 
Vocals are contributed by each member and it is the incredible blend and 
opposing styles that lend to their unique sound. THE CAST takes a variety 
of music from Thomas Dolby to Pat Metheny and adapts it to fit them. In 
that way jazz is disguised and driven right past those who are unfamiliar to 
it. About seventy percent of their music is original, but even the non-
originals are so far from the well-known versions that even they could 
claim them as their own. 
If a label can be given to this type of complex music, Butts does it when 
he says, " it 's more or less funky." Face it, the average Jacksonville party 
crowd is not ready for swing, bop, and blues. That's exactly what THE 
CAST plays, but the difference is that it works . 
. The band has been together for six years and is now coming out with a 
second album. The first album, under the name Forecast, was completely 
done on their own. They are now under contract with a record label and 
ready for .the releruie of{llbumnumt,er _t\VQ •.•• • • 
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Reviews 
SSdB shows talent with iazzy style 
ByMARTHA RITCH 
'lbeperformance given by 55dB last Wednesday night was a far cry from 
tie mual witnessed in the controlled atmosphere of Mason Hall. Group 
~ sdid their best to similate a professional jazz concert. 
Mwnc playmg over the sound system as people piled in set the scene. 
tal waslhe first clue that this was not to be just another concert or recital 
lly for music majors, but one for all music lovers. 
The selection oi music showed off the mixture of musical interests in the 
lllld. "Foreplay," by the well remembered group Boston, began the show. 
'Ibis led into one of Spyro Gyra 's more electric charts, " Laser Material." 
'lbe one original performed was written by bass player Ron Benner. 
Although titled "Ron's blues," credit was given to all band members for 
the final product. This had to be the favorite, not only of the audience, but 
of the players as well. Chuck Mangione's "B'Bye" slowed down the pace 
111ddirected the attention to the mellow saxophone sound of Robin "Bird" 
Olristian and to the keyboard abilities of Rick Sargent, who arranged the 
mg for the group's benefit. Drummer Gus Melton had his chance to show 
bis stuff on the Dave Brubeck standard " Take Five." 
The program ended with Spyro Gyra's "Morning Dance" which started 
of! with Benner abandoning his bass for a measure or two of marimba. 
Qu-15 Moore then took over the mallets again to continue switching back 
111d forth from marimba to vibes. 
The encore was more like a comic relief as Christian crawled behind the 
ciums, Benner headed back to the marimba and Melton strapped on the 
bass. Moore and Sargent served as the straight men, keeping their places. 
"Evil Ways" was surprisingly rerognized through the laughter. This in-
dicated that these guys are more than talented musicians, they are en-
tertamers. 
55dB is just now starting out and this was their first concert attempt. 
'Ibis, however, is not U><> last to be heard from them . . They not only have 
ll'eams for success, but big plans to back them. ~owd size and response 
gave a good indication to local success. 
The Alabama Veterans 
Vigil S ociety will hold 
roadblocks at the follow-
ing locations today from 
10:00-12:00 
East Mountain & Church 
West Mountain & London 
London&204 
• Proceeds will go toward 
assistance with the Vigil of 




Church St. & 
Francis Ave. 






Oct. 30 & 31 




~r-~'(~ AlatrlIT}a Talent and Modeling Agency 
20 East 12th Street (upstairs) 
Anniston, Ala. 36201 236-3597 
Personal Development- Visual A>ise-ProfffiSional Runway 
Techniques-Pro-Photo Te<'.hmques-Televis1on Commeraal 




;It~ , .. "'·~~ ~tay At ~aytona Beach 
~ -;~-'- ~ - ---_ - During The . 
Christmas Break 
for0nly$29 • 95 
4 Days/3 Nights For Two 
• Deluxe Room Accommodations For Two Adults 
And Two Children 
• Split Of Champagne Upon Arrival 
• Welcome Continental Breakfast For Two 
"Discount Coupons For Shows, Restaurants. And 
Attractions 
• Walt Disney World 1-Day Passport (or EPCOT) 
For Details Call 
Action TV & Appliance 435-3444 
Must Provide Own Transportation And Food. 
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Arms race sati're 
slated for ACT 
"'The Anything can Happen Roadshow, a comic musical satire on the 
nuclear arms race, will be at the Anniston Community Theatre Monday 
and Tuesday, October 29 and 30, at 7: 30 p.m. The show is produced by an 
internationally acclaimed troupe, the Underground HallWfY Theater, ana IS 
sponsored by BAND Against Nuclear Destruction. Dialogue with the cast 
will follow the 1 hour 15 minute show. Tickets may be purchased in ad-
vance for 3 dollars to students and 3 dollars and 50 cents to adults, but will 
cost 1 dollar more at the door. Tickets are available at Hudson's or by 
calling 236-4560. 
The Underground Railway Theater tours nationally with a repertoire 
including puppets, original music, mime and theater. Its members have 
studied puppetry and theater in Germany, Poland, Belgium, and Holland. 
'Their recent work includes performances with the Boston and Cleveland 
Symphonies, a residency at the Smithsonian Institute, and collaboration 
with Joseph Papp's Public Theater. They are appearing this Sunday with 
the Alabama Symphony, Birmingham, in a performance of "Till Eulen-
spiegel's Merry Pranks. 
"The Anything Can Happen Roadshow" follows the adventures of 
Anybody, who is sent on a quest to get the straight scoop on the arms race. 
Anythmg can and does happen as Anybody meets a range of opinions from 
a dinosaur (extinction consultant), a cockroach (the species scientist 
believe would survive nuclear holocaust), an ostrich (of the "Head in the 
Sand Society), Psychic Numbing (a vamp), Uncle Sam, Bruno the Bear, 
and General Chaos, among others. 
Designed to entertain and spark discussion, the show blends music hall 
and ca~aret satire with a touch of v~udeville and circus in an "enjoyable, 
professional and thoroughly engaging way." (from Emory University 
review) 
Politician hopes video 
will rock him-to top 
(USPS)-TV commercials have 
long been a politician's most im-
portant way to reach the voting 
public. But one candidate is taking 
the process one step further. 
Governor Robert Orr of Indiana has 
iroduced America's first political 
rock v_!9.e0 . 
The two minute "Governor Orr 
Music Video" began airing on both 
MTV and commercial television on 
Friday, October 5, 1984. The title 
song from recording artist Henry 
~ Summer's new album, "Stay 
Wiµt Me, is the music soundtrack for 
the' video. The video revolves 
around a fortune-telling theme and 
features both Governor Orr and 
Summer. 
Governor Orr commented on the 
'VI.Meo at an Indianapolis press 
conference last week. "This video is 
a unique effort to reach young voters 
with our central message-that the 
·real issue of this campaign is ln-
ipana's future, and that the Orr-
Mutz team is .the most qualified, 
most experienced and best prepared 
to lea(! Indiana into the future. 
The goverp.or based his str.alegy 
an statistics from a recent Market 
Qpinion Research poll of younger 
voters. The poll, commissioned by 
the Orr-Mut,z campaign, found the 18 
to 24 yeac-0ld age group comprises 
12 percent of the electorate. In ttiat 
groqp, 41 percent consider them-
selves RepublicaM and 39 percent 
consider themselves Independents. 
Only 1Jl percent are Democrats. 
Of the, Independents, 56 percent 
are the more likely to vote 
Republican. Approximately 40 
percent of the 18-24 age group votes 
on election day. 
"We know . from our polling that 
young voters are more likely to vote 
for us and for Republicans 
generally," Governor Orr said. "We 
aren't going to take that support for 
granted. We are going to 
agressively seek their support and 
deliver on those issues which are 
most important to them-economic 
growth, education and en-
vironmental protection. . . 
The was video was directed by 
Andrew Rippy and created and 
produced by John Hammond Ill and 
Donna Hammond. 
I 
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WENDY's HAMBURGERS 
ARE FRESH NOf FROZEN. 
---·--·-· ,--- --·, /.,, .,( / .. ,t // ;:--: . . 






... ·•. / .. ·. •·. 
NO REASON 
Moll.-TINtn. 10:00-11:00 
Fri. & Sat. 10:00-12:0C' 
S.INlay 11 :00-11 :00 
~ ~ -... •• 
10 GO ANYPIACE ELSE.~ 
1501 Quintard Ave. 5430 Pelham Rd. 
r··•••·•·•··•·••1•··•••••·~•••••~ 
I Sive flamlMvar Frias & I Si.ale flamlMvar, Frias, & l 
I 16-0z. Soft Dri~k $204 I 16-0z. Soft Drink $204 I 
I I O..ese & TOIMto blnl plv1 tu. I 
I Oteese & Tollltl10 Extra -,lu1 ta1 I C..- Good II Ml~ Slala I 
I eo.inGoac111tMIAlrillanSllnl I I 
I Good at pot1idpatlng W1ndy'1. ,..,.., __ -:::-.. I Good at pertidpatlng W1ndy'1. . I 
I Notwlllltlwltli-,o•erotter. Ii\~ I Nohalclwltliuy1,.11roffer. ~ I 
PIN .... -- J ~ l'lws,,,. ... _,..wi- I I .. pre _,... OLO ... N.ON <O I orderitlt , .... FUN•o . .. o 
Ordefflll. .. ......... I . ., .... lftlJIMI I I OfferH .... 10-31-84 -111-lljnnnmwMINIIIIIMlllit Offereqiirlt 10·31 -84 -11-IICFWSRNUNlllllllil 











30 minute : 
~~!~~2~:e 11 : 
arrivewithin30 minutes, . I ::s:~:~~:~::n:oo !':, , ,I 
your pizza. • I 
One coupan per pizza. • • I 
Faat, Free Delivery"' II 
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1 Urge on 
2 Number 
3 Guess 












20 Edible tuber 
21 Pope's scarf 
22 Ethical 




20 River duck 
21 Leave out 
23 Birds 
27 Flowers 
29 Mountains of 
Europe 








33 century plant 
34 Treated 
carefully 




41 worn away 
45 Heraldry: 
grafted 
46 Rear of ship 
47 Spanish for 
"river" 
34 Suitable 
35 Note of scale 
36 Transaction 
37 Muse of 
poetry 





43 Walk in water 
44 City in 
Nevada 
46 Odor 


















lMswer in next week's Chanticleer) 
'Quiet Riot 84' 
T-Shirts 
On Sale For 
FROM COLLEGE 




New Sandwich Prices!! 
Try The Newest Chili Craze 
Mrs. Lynn's C~ili 
10 ¢ Off Price 
Of Any Sandwich 
Expire1jj: November 1, 1984 
Limit o;;;oupon. per perso--; .,;;;..It. 
2 0 ¢ Off Price 
Any Sandwich 
After 10:00 P .M. 
Expltes: November 1, 1984 
Limit one coupon, per peeon per vla:lt . 
•Starting this Week Beans And Greens• 
Monday-Thursday 9:00 A.M.-12:00 P.M. 
Friday-Saturday 9:00 A.M.-2:00 A.M. 
~8" 12;00 Nqo~-12:00 Midnight 
College Center ~t,o"s'' 
Ot~t\ ei\\ 435•2233 "1e oe\\'1 
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Rellin 
lor US. Senat~ 
ON EDUCATION 
Compare the Commitment 
SENATOR HOWELL HEFLIN 
A Personal Commitment to Education: 
• President of the Alabama Committee for 
Better Schools 
• Chairman of the Tuscumbia City Board of 
• Served on the faculty of the University of 
Alabama, 1946-1948 and the University of 
North Alabama 1948-1952 
• Always voted in favor of education in the U.S. 
Senate 
• Supports Student Loan Program · 
• Supports Pell Grants 
• A sponsor of American Defense Education Act 
This brings about a national emphasis on programs 
for science, mathematics, computer and 
technological literacy for elementary and high schools. 
HIS OPPONENT'S RECORD is 
Against Education: 
• Voted to eliminate low-<:ast loans to 266,000 
needy students 
• Voted to remove 250,000 students from work-
study programs 
• Voted to remove up to 600,000 graduate & pro-
fessional students from ~tudent loan programs 
• Developed a proposal to raise the interest rate 
on student loans to 10.75% for undergraduates 
and 12% for graduate students 
• Voted to cut programs for disadvantaged and 
handicapped children 
• Voted to remove one million students from the 
Pell Grant Program 
Paid for and authorized by ~RIENDS OF HOWELL HEFLIN COMMITTEE, INC. 
Archie H. Carmichael Ill, Chalrplan P.O. Box 1973, Tuscumbia, Alabama 
-~ -~--.-~~l'()s,; ,_,'; ,l 
-----~~--~:-:-1·· Mad, 
ONE LARGE GROUP 18 9 7 Th rsd LADIES' DRESSES . . . . . • U 
dSALE 
Reg. $25 .......................... . 
ONELARGEGROUP 24· 97 
LADIES' DRESSES • 
Reg. $30 .. .. ...•.... . . · .. . ·· · · ·· · • · · •· · ·· · · ·· 
ONE GROUP 1 /2 O Ff LADIES' DRESSES ' 
Reg. 1 /3 Price .... , ..... . . . ............ . 
LADIES' LOOP YARN 
JACKETS (Grey Only) 1 3 7 7 
Reg. $30; Values to $45 ......... . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
ONE GROUP LADIES' 
~!s~~~1~~JJPARATEs 1 /2 0 FF 
ONE GROUP 
~u~!~~~~:~~~ ... ......... .................... 4 • 7 7 
ONE GROUP LADIES' 
BROKEN COORDINATES 5 7 7 
Mix& Match.............. . ............... . ........ • 
ONE FAMOUS MAKER GROUP 
LADIES' COOROINA TES 
Sizes 8 to 14 . ........ . . . 
ONE GROUP LADIES' 
1/3 OFF 
, 5PM'til 9 PM 
(closed 4 P~ to 5 PM For Markdowns) 
ONE TABLE MEN'S 
CASUAL SLACKS 
Reg. $16 ........... . ········ ·· · ··· ...... . ... . .. . 
ONE RACK MEN'S 
SPORTCOATS 
Final Clearance ....... ,•J .•..•.•....••. . ...• • • . ... 4.77 
ONE,RACK•MEN' S 
~~~~~earanoe . .... JI!.. .. .................. _ 1 2 • 7 7 
BIG RACK MEN'S 
~~~~~~~~e?~~t~~~-~-~~~- ... ......... . 1 • 77 
ONE GROUP MEN'S 
:~Tst?e~~!~/.~~ .......................... 3 • 7 7 
ONE RACK 
PARACHUTE 1/3 OFF 
PANTS.~ - -
ONE RACK _ It _ 1 
NIKE T-SHRTS (I' 









~ ,  
Jill, 
e,1; $15 ~ Sleev~ Stvles. ~- . . . . . . -~ ...... .'~ . . .. . 
SELECT GROUP FAMOUS MAKER 20% 0 FF 
SAMPLES (Size a Only) 0 
Reg. $20 to $50 . . ..... . ..... . .... .. . 
It's The. Most 
Spectacular SALE 
Of The Season! ! 
ONEGROUP 
FLANNEL 
SHIRTS ........ . .. . 
ENTIRE STOCK 
TWIST BEADS 
Great Selection .... 
97• 
FAMOUS SAMPLE 
JEWELRY \t'3 OFF 
Large Group ....... . 1/ 
ONEGROUP 2FOR 
BASIC BELTS 2.97 
Reg. $3 ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
ONEGROUP 
~~i0~ ········ ·· ····· ····97~ 
-
,,i. . \\ ___ . 
ONE GROUP 
JR. DRESSES 1 /2 
Reg. $25 to $87;Values to $150. . OFF 
ONE GROUP 
JR. BLOUSES 4 9 7 
Reg. $13;If Per. $18.. . ......... • 
ONE GROUP 
MATERNITY WEAR 1 /2 
Reg. $12-$30; ~ $18-$45. . OFF 
ONEGROUP 
JR.SWEATERS 10 97 
Reg. $13to $17............ • 
FIRST QUAUTY GROUP JR. 
FASHION JACKETS 21 9 7 
Reg. $25; Compare to $50 . . . • 
ONE GROUP 
JR. SPORTSWEAR 1/2 
Reg. $1 3-$35; If Per.$ 1 8-$50. . OFF 
FIRST QUALITY GROUP 
JR. SEP ARA TES 
4.97TO 
Reg. $1 5 to $22 ................ . 6.97 
ONE GROUP JR. 
WORKPANTS 4 9 
Reg. $13; If Per. to $20.. ....... . • 
ONE GROUP JR. 
e:U!!~o~~~~-~~-~ 7 .8 . . ..... .. . . 
ONE GROUP ACRYLIC 
KNEE SOCKS 9 7 
Reg. $2; Values to $3.50 ..... . .... . 
FIRST QUALITY GROUPS JR. 
LEE® JEANS 1 h 
Reg. $25-$28;em,:are $28-$32. , ~ 0 
ENTIRE STOCK JR. 20Q 
R.E£CE ACTlVEWEAR I 
. Great Selection ..... . ..... ·. . . . . . . . . Q f , 
ONE GROUP JR. 
CORDUROYPANTS 1/3 
Reg. $17-$27;~ $24-$35. . 0 
ONE GROUP JR. 
RAGSWEATERS 12 9 
Reg. $18 ..... ,... . . . . . . . . . • 
Q-1 04 & Crew Will Be At The Store With 
Free Cokes, Prizes & Giveaways! 
·· PELHAM PLAZA • JACKSONVILLE 
ONEGROUP 13 87 
LADIES' SHOES . • 
Reg. to $29 ...... • • • · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · 
FAMOUS MAKER GROUP 
~~~;2~~~:~ .. . .. 1 /3 Off 
ENTIRE STOCK 
OAO! for LADIES 
91oes&Boots • 20% 0 ff 
ONE GROUP LAOJES' 
!~~~ S~~ES . . . . J 9 .8 7 
* MANYMORE 
GREAT BUYS 
IN OUR SHOE 
DEPARTMENT!! 
-tt Many More Mad, Mad 
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International House hosts cultures. • • 
Garance Dee1der takes ti.me out to show 
native ' costume. 
~irst-time students include (from left to right) San• 
drme BonnamolD', France; Juliane Adameit, w. Ger-
many; Claudia Gonzalez, Chile; Michael Fredstrand 
Sweden; Garance Deelder, Netherlands; Leana Costa: 
Bolivar Saltos of Ecuador displays elabOrate pancbo 
at United Nations Day tea. 
Catherine Berry, Social Director, and John Stewart, Director, oversee 
the International House program. 
The students, director, and staff of 
the International House are busy 
every day of the school year 
working, studying, and playing 
together as they exhibit an ongoing 
microcosm of what practical world 
peace would be like if the outside 
world made up of nwnerous coun-
tries could ever reach those terms 
that would assure peace. 
Photos by Allison Clark 
These people at lli do have dif-
ferences. Their tempers nare; they 
have hurt feelings; they are jilted 
and suffer heartbreak; they cram 
until 3:00 a.m. and still fail a test; 
they become homesick; they spend 
money too fast and have to wait a 
long time after that long distance 
call, whether to· Centre or Hong 
Kong, before they can order pzza 
again. Yes, though half of them 
come from different countries, each 
else and respond to joy, happiness, 
kindness or sadness, sorrow aro 
despair the same way. The students 
living at International share a rich 
experience as a result of the op-
portunity of living with so many 
people from whom they can learn so 
much about the world. In teams they 
go to visit schools and civic 
organizations throughout the year. 
At monthly dinner forums they are 
pl"ivileged to hear discUssions of the 
cultural interests and habits of the 
native citizen of the United States. 
Already this year speakers aro 
performers have included a 
magician; Tom Weymouth, stock• 
troker by trade and magician by 
hobby; and Dr. Calvin Wingo of the 
history department who gave an 
inSide view of the history of United 
States political parties and :i,ou~cal 
, r~r~nQJl& a multUude of cqltural . 
differences, they are like everyone 
• ,• (See Iii, Page 15) • ' 
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unites friends fr-om around the worl-d 
(Left to Right) Kelly McCreless, Melissa Houck, 
Suzanne Young, and Lori Blankenship prepare to serve 
refreshments to visitors. 
IH--~--------'"'!"-----------<eonttnuec1 from Page. H ) 
campaigns apropos of the upcoming 
national election. 
On each Wednesday evening at the 
House, inform al ~:-ograms Kr~ 
p-esented by the residents for 
themselves. And the t goes on. A 
fonnerresident says, ' All it takes to 
Sll'Vive in the zoo," as IH is fondly 
called, even by the director himself, 
is ooe good basebaU ( or soccer) 
bat." 
the Sunday afternoon closest to UN 
Day when board members, 
university faculty and staff, parents 
of local IH residents, and citizens 
from far and near are invited to view 
the mini-world in peaceful action. 
On the following Wednesday evening 
the student residents entertain at 
open house for the student body. 
the way back to the- picture of the 
first group of foreign students in 1947 
to the one made Stmday which will 
join all those on display in the office, 
as well as the scholarship portraits 
of students sponsored by Rotary and 
ate Chrfshantba De Mel of 
Each fall the entire staff and its 
imnates come togeth";- in the cop-
med effort to make the purpose of 
·rntemational House known. 'The 
fonmp. UJ)lted ~ - • Day tea is on 
'Those of us who just took ad-
vantage of one of these events this 
past week have surely been en-
couraged by the many examples of 
social exchange and academic and 
cultural interaction experienced. 
The Home with its _pa.,t e'xten~ all 
the Alabama Federation of W<men's 
Clubs on· display in the Memorial -
Room, reflects the history of this 
rich experience of living, laughing, 
and learning together. May the 
dream of Dr. James H. Jones and 
Myra Hume Jones, founders, 
sponsored by .Jacksonville state 
University and directed by John 
Stewart since 1~ ever continue for Vachlra Tontrackulpalbul of Thailand serves punch to Lori Blank.ellllup 
and Dina Carroll of Kingston. GA. the benefit of us all. 
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Latin America and 
the South are much 
alike in ways 
ByJANET PARNELL 
What do you think of when you 
think of Latin America? Anything? 
Nothing? Are images of steaming 
ll!at, palm trees waving in the 
breeze, and rampant laziness among 
the natives conjured up in your 
mind? Most people with such ideas 
are unaware that the Southern part 
of South America has a climate 
much like our own and people are 
engaged in activities similar to our 
own. 
the foundation of the family. In 
many Spanish speaking countries 
the bond is so strong that even after 
marriage, children remain in the 
home. The same occurs in thje 
Southern states of North America-
look at "Dallas;• for example. 
It has been my personal ex-
perience, in being a transplanted 
Southerner in the north for a time, 
that the south, unlike the north, is 
not caught up in the hustle of day-to-
day life. The south, as does Latin 
America, nas a reputation for being 
slow paced and easy-going. The 
cultures of each possess a charm all 
their own. "Manana" ( tomorrow) is 
a fond expression many associate 
with Spanish Americans; it is a term 
which can be readily adapted to 
southern life : "Naw-tomorra 'll be 
jus ' fine. 
Our Latin American neighbors are 
also considerate of punctuality and 
dependabiiity just as most 
southerners are. At the risk of 
stereotyping, most southerners will 
arrive at the appninted place at the 
appointed time. Fashionably late is 
only a term that has gotten a lot of 
publicity. Latin Americans are 
simllarly punctual.· Two ex-
pressions are employed in the 
The term "culture" employs a spanish language to express time -
variety of definitions. To suit our "por la maaana" and "de la 
purposes-, culture defines the fact manana." The former me:ins 
that members of one society behave "during the morning, an indefinite 
differently in some significant term; the latter,a.m." As in 6 a.m., 
respects from the members of every a definite term. 
other society. Or more compactly, 
people are creatures of their en- An ignorM,ce . of each culture by 
vironment. Climate similarities to each culture · has led to misun-
Latin America are especially seen in derstanding. For example, as 
the Southern · United states; the pointed out, neither culture is lazy as 
likenesses, however, do not end . believed by both. Perhaps the 
· there. Guadalupe Bush, a JSU similarities are such that 
student, will be the first one to admit homesickness will never face 
the resemblance of the two cultures. Guadalupe and others from Spanish 
Guadalupe was raisea m a unm cultures. Friendliness lends itself to 
American atmosphere only to all cultures - being friends with our 
transplant to a culture she was neighbors is not only good for 
warned was "inferior" by her own strategic purposes but for our own 
culture-the culture of the South. person_al growth. 
Guadalupe, however, saw only a --------------. 
new home, and not a new place, as 
she stated, "I did not experience a 
culture shock." 
"J\merican bY birth, southern by the 
grace of God" pasted on T-shirts, 
posters, and coffee mugs here on 
campus, as well as in other places. 
Some ( no, not yankees or nor-
therners) feel that the southern 
drawl not only sets them apart from 
everyone else but places them 
perhaps a step above. Below the 
Mason-Dixon line lies a land which, 
at its stereotyped best, possesses 
people who ar~ ever-so-polite with 
"yes ma'am" and "No, sir ;" gen-
tlemen holding a chair for a lady; or 
rising as she enters being definite 
do's. · 
Manners are also important in 
Latin American countries. Cultural 
traits, being what they are, are 
transmitted from one generation to 
another. Old families stay put. 
There is a great deal of respect 
shown. , i.n .. t):i~ family ' 1:!etween. , 




"Cancer is contagious." 
Some people believe you 
can "catch" cancer from 
another person. That's a 
myth. It's not true. Cancer 
is not contagious and 
cannot be spread from 
person to person by 
sneezing, coughing, 
kissing, or in any other 
way. Find out what you can-
do to protect against 
cancer. Call the Cancer 
Information Service. 
~ 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON AT 2 :00 
Conveniently located on 2nd floor TMB 
Come in and see our 
wide variety of merchandise 
We're your complet 
school supply store and : or,e! 
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Autumn breezes stir mixed feelings 
By JANET PARNELL 
Floating silhouettes against the 
iyatnight, sand in the day- leaves 
trtainly engulf everything in sight 
tring the fall . Burnt red and 
ary yellow grains envelope the 
llllrdening ground. But to what end? 
lime people see only the beauty of 
.-e at work. Others, like Be~ 
lq!don see beyond the beautiful 
,actical S1de of nature. 
"Fall brings out the 1 child in 
wyone," Beth expressed wish-
lllly. Autumns of years past bring 
■ images of waking up to hot 
eeal, dressing in warming colors 
■dembarking on an adventure that 
itbe hlghlight of the season. 
When the first leaf fell, you could 
llel it in your bones; now that the 
neshave given up all their bounty, 
le excitement is unbearable. With 
9ldy by your side, the taking up of 
leground's blanket begins. Raking 
lines may not be the most thrilling 
1191t - but wait until after lunch. 
school starts, the newspaper is full 
of back-t<H>chool sales. ,. 
Finally, school begins. Now comes 
the hassle of seeing that the chotdren 
wake up, get dressed, have J,, eak-
fast and leavt: fQt_school on time. 
Parents of children invoh ed in 
extracurricular activities m~ t cope 
with an even more hectic schedule 
and financial demands. They must 
irovide transportation to and from 
events, pay extracurricular fees, 
and purchase uniforms, band in-
struments, or other needed 
materials. If the child ls of college 
age, the parents have the respon-
sibility of paying tuition and buying 
books m addition to the list of items 
reqwred by the college. 
Back-to-school does have its ad-
vantages. It means lower utility and 
food bills and not having to find 
activities to keep children occupied 
and out of trouble during the day. As 
the saying goes, "an idle mind is thP 
devil's workshop." 
By TERRY GOEN These images conjure themselves ,m almost everyone's liiind at the 
~ of autumn. Even here on 
~~ries of days gone by and 
limnns past are sure to be rel.a~ 
'111en the first change occurs: 
Regina LU1Jk (l) and Rick Green stop outside TMB between classes to 
enjoy fall's changing colors and atmosphere. 
Football is appropriately the 
major sport of the fall season. There 
could not possibly be a better time 
for football than fall with its cool 
But who says that fun has to end 
_.because we are "adult" college 
llnnts? 
Fall recreation can be many 
llerent things - brisk moonlight 
.ts, cuddling up to a good book by 
a roaring fire or jusy plain ole' 
,mping into an inviting cold mound 
If leaves. The express is inex-
,asible. For the two to three 
DXis 1t takes to disrupt the 
;wing pie, there are no thoughts 
If term papers, tests or finals - just 
JIii and your childhood. There is a 
Ill more to raking leaves and 
'waking" than meets the eye. 
By KIM MADDOX 
As summer rolls out of the south, 
lie fall drifts in with the hint of the 
lllling winter in the air. The once 
am blanket of summer air is 
nmformed into a dome of cool, 
nlmng breezes. 
Half bare trees supporting leaves 
If crisp amber and brown replace 
am limber green leaves. 
1be amber and brown leaves float 
II the ground in front of every 
mildmg on campus. The fall s1m 
llindles down on the leaves and 
lll8ll squirrels race through and 
ro111d them searching for hickory 
m to cherish as the winter rushes 
I. 
The mattress of green blades and 
liver IS gradually brushed with 
clh tones as the fall air is blown 
hill the mouth of Old Man Winter 
llbb Graves Hall stands silenlly 
lllid this natural wonderland and 
lnnndows watch the beginning of 
last year's sweaters, pants and 
shirts out of the closet. But few buy 
new wardrobes. 
'The major trend in fashions leans 
toward "elongation." Jackets are 
longer with a relaxed, oversized fit. 
Pants are full at the top and narrow 
at the bottom. Last year's pants can 
be qwckly altered to this year's look. 
Chemise dresses and exaggerated 
shoulders emphasize the oversizing 
trend. 
Menswear is exerting a strong 
.nfluence - tweedy fabrics in easy-
fitting silhouttes. 'The colors are 
'warm browns, beiges, and neutrals, 
CTI.SP blacks and whites, bright to 
dull, washed-out plums and 
burgundies - pure autumn colors. 
BY WILLODEAN MCMURRY 
Vacation, swimming pools, long 
I hot days; an easy carefree time 
abruptly comes to an end the day 
after Labor Day. It's back to school 
for many people, whether you are 6 
or 60. 'The easy summer gives way 
to the hurried pace of school. 
A good physical condition, lots of 
will power and much self-<tiscipline 
lS needed to run from one class to 
another trying to absorb what is said 
by the teacher. Then you can spend 
hours sitting at the kitchen table or 
m the library trying to reinforce 
what has been said in the classroom, 
by using the most successful system 
anyone has come up wit., 
homework. 
And if this isn't enough, those of us 
who commute have to deal with the 
day to day task of keeping a car 
going, which always seems to tear 
up when it's time to start to school. 
-'her fall as its bricks are If you happen to have a gas-guzzler, 
llfreshed by the cool breezes. start co1mting the pennies and pray 
The s1m is not quite ~ bright or ~u can make it to the service 
ipte as warm but a little more ~tion way up the road before you 
gmtle and a bit more relaxing. The run out of gas. 
m relaxation is needed because BY MATIIE KIRBY 
dasses have begun and there is To most people, I all means colored 
lll'k to do. trees football fever piles of leaves 
ByKELLYWil..LIAMS and rrtppy air. But' to parents, fall 
~t,ng 1.0e fal! semester in their means back to school. Just the 
IIIO!, next-t~othing clothes, the thought of 1t brings mixed emotions. 
rn, summer-fashion students First comes the hectic chore of 
qwckly change their war-• buying back-to-school clothes. It 
tobes as the leaves change their · seems summer grows more than 
mes. Most budget minded students food and flowers - it grows children. 
Y buy new accessories and puh 'The clothes they wore last year, for 
some strange reason, just don't fit 
anymore. Once children reach 
juruor high, they have images to 
preserve, styles to keep up with, and 
fads to go through - all at the 
parents' expense. 
Next, school supplies must be 
purchased. These include pencils, 
paper, pens, notebooks, dictionaries, 
calculators - you name it. As a 
gentle reminder, weeks before 
weather. · 
'The fans seem to enjoy football 
games more when the weather is 
mlld or chilly. They like to bundle 
up and just relax in the starxis with a 
cup of hot coffl:!(! or maybe even sips 
of the spirit to warm their bodies. 
This IS especially evident among 
the fraternity sections, where the 
warmest and happiest people in all 
of Paul &low Stadiwn sit. 
Fall football games are also ideal 
(Left to right) Andy Goggans and wife Debbie talk to Michael French 
about changing fall weather and moods. 
#• Photos by · uick 
____ .,_.._......,_..:....:.--=c....:....;:...__ 
for guys and girls out on dates to get 
better ~cqu,ai,n\~. The guy just wai~ 
patiently for his date to say th?se 
three magic words, "I'm so cold." 
After these words are uttered, he 
oegms to engage in his favorite 
method of fending off the chill at 
football games. • 
ByLJSAOGLE 
For almost three hundred 
students, fall means not only 
returning to the drudgery of going to 
class rut also returning to the time-
conswning art of band practice. 
Schedules must be arranged so that 
class time won't interfere with 
practice time; instrwnents must be 
returned to perfect working con-
dition, and physical exertion tops 
the list of musts so that the ap-
iropriate stamina can be achieved. 
Like all fall-related activities, 
band is somewhat hectic during the 
first couple of weeks of fall. It isn't 
very hard at all to become disen-
chanted with the idealist views 
about marching in the Southerners 
when the time comes to learn a new 
tune, a new drill, and for the 
Ballerinas, a new dance in only me 
week. 
Practices gradually become 
longer and the people more bitter as 
the determined drum major's voice 
breaks through with, "take it again 
. It becomes obvious that practice 
time is surely dwindling when band 
members retaliate to his command 
with a joking remark, "re-vote", 
Nhich implies that they would 
vote tor a different persc; t if given 
the chance at drum majo1 elections 
again. 
However, the hustle and bustle 
soon dies down, and the enjoyment 
quickly takes its place the first time 
an audience offers a standing 
ovation or an encouraging word 
following the performance. 
8y RENEE SWAN 
Wmgs of bats, black cats, haunt-
ting ghosts, jack-o-lanterns, wttehes 
on · switches, bobbing for apples, 
candy treats, children dressed up as_ 
goblins crying, "trick or treat, sme~ 
my feet" is soon to be echoing d6wn 
the streets. 
Halloween is right around the 
corner, and already perspective 
trick or treaters are into serious 
shopping for costumes. For most of 
the population, the scarier the 
better, but for the "litlle folks:' 
p-incesses and fairies are still "in" 
along with their favorite famous 
cartoon characters. 
Students are thinkin T about 
Halloween parties and cc ,tumes. 
It 's time for harmless pranks -
throwing eggs and water balloons, 
rolling yards, and covering cars 
with shaving cream. Shrieks and 
screams and laughter, no one is 
safe. Look out, it's soon to be 
Halloween. 
When all of the hullabaloo of 
Halloween is over, the fourth 
'Thursday of November is around the 
corner with festivities, friends, and 
family reunions, and food galore -
sweet potatoes, pumpkin pies, a 
bo1mty ot vegetables and fruits, 
turkey and dressing, with cranberry 
sause - Thanksgiving is neJ .. 
W4tb reverenre and bo"'l8d ~lJds,. 
we give thanks for good food, gqod 
friends, and good fortune to be free 
to celebrate this ' sacred, festive 
occasion of the year that also brin~s 
th~ glorious fall ~on to a Glose. _ 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
Dinner theatre showcases 'Jabberwock' 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., 
will present JABBERWOCK: 1984 
m the form of a dinner theatre, 
"Purlie," by Ossie Davis. The event 
will take place Saturday, October 'n, 
1984 at 6:00 p.m. in the Leone Cole 
Auditoriwn at Jacksonville State 
• University. The play will be 
directed by Pearl Williams. 
Tickets are 15 dollars single and 
25 dollars per couple. 
'The Tony Award winning musical, 
"Putlie, " is set in a small town in 
Georgia in the recent past and 
concerns the rivalry between 
preacher-man Purlie and his arch-
enemy Cap'N Cotchipee. 'There is a 
charming love story too, involving 
Purlie and his beloved Luttiebell~, 
wq;i sings of Purlie in the show's hit 
song, "I Got Love" "Pttrlie is.based 
012 "Purlie Victorious," its overall 
structure has been kept remarkably 
mtact, with · Purlie, the self-
educated bJack preacher still 
determined to outsmart OL' Cap'n, 
the town's white .master, in a battle 
Photo by Tim Quick 
to take posse!,sion of Big• Bethel, the 
country ehw:ch. In its depiction of 
life on th'! cotton plantation;the play 
is less a · documentary, tnan a ·.c1'1'-
toon, consciously exaggerating 
drawls, 'attitudes, -and situations, 
while zeroiI,lg in on the reality 
through hwnor and caricature. The 
cast: Lawrence Payne, Ill, 
Preacher Purlie; Deneen Davis, 
Lutt1ebelle; Cathy Noye, Missy; 
Stanley Semon, Gitlow; 'Thomas 
Devine, OL' Cap'N Cotchipee; 
Chestina Malloy, Idella; and Tom 
SUrace Qiarlie Cotchipee. Also 
included in the cast are LaRita 
Smith, Teresa Patterson, Lisa 
Griffin, Alma Woodard, Roderick 
Hill, Chris Barton and John Sanders. 
Musicians are Sandra Williams, 
pianist; Tracy Tyler, percussiorts; 
and Don Bennett, bass. The play is 
directed by Pearl Williams, 
Jacksonville State University staff. 
1 Delta Sigma 'Theta Sorority, Inc., 
was folD'lded at Howard University 
ift,1913 and incorporated under the 
I.iws of the District of Colwnbia. 'P)e 
basic and continuing thrust of the 
organization's public service 
program is its Fite Point Project-
educational development, economic 
development, community an in-
ternational development, housing 
and urban development, mental 
health and more recently, artsand. 
letters. Authority of theorganizaion 
is vested in the biennial convention. 
Hortense Canady of Detroit, 
Michigan is national president ofthe 
body. Membership exceeds 100,000 
with chapters throught the United 
~'tates, Haiti and Germany. 
'The JABBERWOCK is one of 
Delta's national projects as a 
raising event for scholarships. 'Dt 
idea of JABBERWOCK comes lnwl'i 
Photo IIY Tim Glllt 
Students rehearse for opening night 
ROTC and marriage? The Stricklands say yes 
By ROBERT BROWN 
Jamie and David Strickland 
recently celebrated their third 
wedding anniversary. What's so 
special about that, you ask'? There 
_are other married couples on 
campus. David and Jamie are 
special because in addition to 
sharmg their student marriage, the 
Stncklands are senior cadets in 
ROTC preparing for post-college 
careers as U.S. Army offictt's. 
Jamie admitted she needed some 
encouragement from David before 
deciding on the program. "At first I 
figured I wouldn'tlast long, but now 
I'm only seven months away from 
. receiving my commission." 
David found military life en-
joyable when on active duty with the 
Air Force. His aspirations to pursue 
a college degree and become an 
officer trought the couple back to 
Jacksonville .state University. 
Both agree that being a part of the 
ROTC program and working as a 
team has strengthened their Jamie and David Strickland 
Champagne party fetes little sisters 
Delta au had a very sucessful fall 
rush. New fall pledges included: 
Scott Smith, Keith Nation, Mickey 
O'Kelley, James Clements, Randy 
Linderman, Wade Griffin, Patrick 
Ryan, Lewis Waters, Hugh Mc-
Whorter, Jeff Painter, Br.ian 
Gargus, and Ken Nichols. 
'The champagne acceptance ·party 
for new- little sisters was last 
Wednesday night. 'The brothers 
welcome: Terri House, Connie 
McMichal, Donna - Laurent, Kelly 
Frye, Beth Dupree, Julie Parker, 
Marty Reese, Angie Ayers, 'Lynn 
&nith, Rhonda Clinkscales, Dawn 
Tate, Phyllis Jinks, Sandy Sadler, 
Donna Dubble, Felicia Shockley, 
Kim Reeves, Carol Sims, Phyllis 
Meade. Judy Palmer, and Kedra 
Singly as the newest members of Chi 
Delphia. 
Fowtder's Day was Thursday, 
October 11. Mr. Lee Manners, one of 
the original founders of JSU's Delta 
Chi Chapter was the speaker. 
Everyone enjoyed his stories of the 
early years of the fraternity. 
The Chi's just returned from a 
Homecoming 1984 was a "Get-Back - To - Nature" camping 
memorable event for the Chi's. A weekend at Pine Glen. Everyone got 
trunch and a cocktail hour for the a chance to break the noise or-
alumni before the game were among dinance without getting arrested. 
the activities enjoyed. The Delta C,'hi 'The camp-out was a blast and 
chapter of JSU won 1st place in the brothers look forward to a repeat 
yard display contest. performance soon. 
relationship . ROTC provides 
various ways for them to work 
together. In the area of physical 
fitness, the Stricklands enjoy 
working out and running together. 
One of the advantages of bemg 
married is the motivation they 
proVIde each other. "When one of us 
1Sn't felling quite up to running, we 
draw strength from seeing the other 
trymg so hard," commented David. 
Jarme teels she has benefited 
greatly from working with her 
husband. "When l first started the 
program, I couldn' t do one pushup. 
David helped me train and now I can 
do 40," Jamie said with a smile . 
This summer the Stricklands 
successfully completed Advanced 
Camp at Fort Riley, Kansas. While 
reflecting on camp Jamie com-
mented, "During camp, David was 
m one company and I was right next 
door in another. Our barracks were 
only 200 feet apart. 
'.L'hey C9Jll'municated by sending 
messages through other cadets and 
saw each other tor only short perMlds 
of time. Jamie added, "For the flri 
thPee weeks we usually saw eadl 
'other only from a distance. Bui 
p.uring lhe final three weeks we were 
able to ·spend our weekends 
together . " They survived the 
sljmmer and were awarded key 
leadership positions in the caOJI 
Brigade. 
ROTC is not the only commoo 
interest the Stricklands enjoy. Both 
work on "The Chanticleer" stall. 
David is the advertising managl!', 
while Jamie is the business 
manager. David enjoys fishing am 
playing golf during his spare lime, 
while Jamie spends her time plaYirl 
tennis, jogging, and shopping. 
'The Stricklands are a very bu,y 
couple who enjoy working togelh&'. 
'They both feel that ROTC has been a 
positive experience toward enslll'q 
heir future success and are lookq 
forward to being commissioned as 
Second Lieutenants in the U.S. 
Army. 
Nash addresses NEAAY 
' Dr. Jimmy D. Nash WUl oe 
speaking to the N~ Alabama .-.-. 
Aslc)ct.tion for young Cblldren. ed&dUonal~ 
(NEAAYC) on October 3t, 1118' at r1ts pal tbe laing 
2:lt p.m. ln ...._ WOOd BuJldiftg I educatGff of 1GIUf& 
Roon1 a . ... Dr. lfllh, 1'ho la -~ ..._ __ . lt 
~ a 9dlool ~ in Jaerrie• orpnllallta 
~O>mty~ N!Ceivedhil PHn l ~dy cMcttea. 
tNm tbe'Uniftt'8lty of Alabama In ~ - The only 
ecJocadnl,al ~ in lffl~ .. nqllirement •  tbat 
He will be spealr.iDC 'to fU.ture r ~ ha~ an•· iDta'ellt 
educators on. Wbata principal loob ! ('l'bereisa s 
for in potential teachers as far aa 1 ~lp fee:) All 
classroom management is con- and fu&ure ~ an, 
eemed. attend this  
ZS, 1984 
p helps f~therless boys 
theit brotberbl)Qd by working 
1ogetber- to help out the Slekle Cell 
Foondation, whlcb i$ still a majOr 
health. pt'Obk!m in the Black com-
munity. The brotbers bad aet Up 
road blocks asking tor d«latiom 
early Saturday morning and, by late 
8aturday rught they were reedy to 
contt;bute a cota1 of 500 dollars to the 
liclde ~ Foundation. 
Also, tbe brotben of Kappa Alpha 
PSi announce die F.U. of M 
scrollers: &d Gunn. ftti.dlae1 
Goodw.ln, and Adrian Muon, all 
froln 8itmingbam. Alabama. 
(Continued From Page 18) 
1s Carroll'.~ "Jabberwocky," 
'ch adds a new and zany 
nsfon to the language. If the 
is read aloud wittJ.the proper 
hasis as indicated by the sound 
the words, it presents a lrief 
a of the maryelou&y absurd. 
Loe.al · young ladies will be 
"Little Miss Jabberwock" 
"Miss ;Jabberwock" as a result 
their financial efforts through 
, tickets and basters for the 
larship fund. Participants are 
the category of "LitUe Miss 
bberwock: Shakeya Balcon, 
Olastity MiShay'e Berry, Tonya 
rmory, Brittania Harrington, 
mca Monique Heath, Sonja D. 
ick, Jamille Lucas, Jennifer 
as ( twins) and LaCindra 
wan. Particiients for "Miss 
rwock" category are: Kandy 
Burnhart, Shawna Hudson, Sonya 
Zita Mitchell, and Aundrea 
Williams. 
On the national level and during 
recent past, projects have included 
scholarships to women in Uganda 
and India, financial aid to burricane-
devasted Haiti, and construction of 
the Delta Maternity Wing at a 
hosp1tai in Thika, Kenya. Several 
5tudents locally have been 
rec1p1ents of Delta scholarships. 
This presentation is a joint effort 
by both Anniston Alumnae and 
Kappa Beta Chapters. Anniston 
Alumnae was chartered June 30, 
1965 and Kappa Beta was chartered 
at JSU may 12, 1973. Ann M. Boyd 
and Ramona Favors are presidents 
respectively. Lovie Mason is 
general chairperson and food W:ill be 
irepared by SAGA Food Services. 
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KAs celebrate Halloween at Kitty Stone 
·nus Halloween KA W11l be helping 
the children at the Kitty Stone 
Elementary School with their 
Halloween carnival. This will be a 
nice experience for the brothers of 
KA and the young children as well. 
KA recenUy held a Muscular 
Distrophy road block here in 
Jacksonville, which was very 
successful. KA was able to raise 
approximately $312 through their 
efforts and to continue their efforts 
canisters have been placed in 
several local business. 
Some of the brothers and pledges 
road-tripped to Six Flags this past 
weekend and worked as volunteers 
rn the park Also, another trip is 
planned for this weekend to do the 
same during the holiday weekend 
rush. Those who participated in the 
road-trip last weekend were: Scott 
Cates, Chris Kilpatrick, Darren 
Sparks, John McManaway, Jim 
Ackly, Chris Miller, Todd Gadsden, 
Announcement 
Dean Steve &nens of the University of Alabama 
School of Law will be on campus Wednesday, 
October 31, 1984 to discuss admission policies 
and the program of study for the School of Law at 
Tuscaloosa. He wil be avaiable for students who 
are inte.:ested in Law School from 1 :30 p.m. 
(1330 hrs.) und 4:00 p.m. (lf,()() lvs.) on Wednesday 
and he will be located in Room 126, Brewer Hall 
(Schoofof faw Enforcement Building) during this 
period. He wil be accompanied by two represent-
atives of the Black Law Students' Association: 
Mr. Rick McKinney, the president, and Mr. Ray 
Charles Thomason. These students will assist in 
answering questions concerning minorities and 
the Law School program. All interested students 
are urged to attend. 
Phil McCullough, David Dukes, and 
Mike Couch. 
In the very recent future the little 
sisters, pledges, and brother~~ all 
join to assist various organizatlo_ns 
rn the community with special 
projects to improve the community. 
Oct. 30 &31 




Photo by MIKE ROBERTS 
Joe Hollis looks to his assistants for a possible solution Saturday night. 
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UNA Lions wallop the 
Gamecocks 34-13 
By STEVE CAMP 
It was a night the Gamecocks 
would do just as well to forget as the 
visiting Lions of North Alabama 
trounced Jacksonville State by the 
score of 34-13 Saturday night in Paul 
Snow Stadiwn. 
Bad play on the part of 
Jacksonville was not the reason for 
the loss. Head Coach Wayne Grubb's 
North Alabama squad was simply a 
better football team. 
"Our program is not where theirs 
is right now," said a frustrated 
Jacksonville head coach Joe Hollis. 
"I don't think anyone feels any 
worse than those 51 kids who were 
givmg their best. There is nothing I 
can do about it, and there's nothing 
they can do. 
"I'm foolish as a coach to go back 
in there ( the dressing room) and 
raise cain at that bunch of kids. They 
wanted to win, but we just couldn't 
get the job done." 
l<~or anyone in attendance, it was 
no secret why the Gamecocks lost. 
The offense couldn't run and it 
couldn't pass. 
Said Hollis, "It was obvious to 
everybody here that we got whipped 
physically, especially up front. On 
offense, the want to and the 
willingness ... 1 don't think we had 
one kid who didn't want to win." 
After the past three weeks, it was 
believed that the Jax b'tate nmning 
game could get no worse; wrong. 
The ground game was probably 
the worst in the history of the 
program. It totaled a minus 50 yards 
and made no first downs. 
According to one UNA defensive 
player, the Garuecocks did exactly 
what the Lions thought they would 
-do. . 
For quarterback David Coffey, it 
was a nightmare. He had nowhere to 
run, nowhere to hide. The Lions 
sacked the JSU signal caller eight 
tunes for total losses of 63 yards. 
When he did get time to throw, 
most of his passes hit the green 
grass of Snow Stadimn instead of 
Jax State receivers. Coffey com-
pleted but 15 of 41 passes. At one 
point late in the game, he even lined 
up mistakenly behind one of the 
guards to take ·the snap. You had to 
feel sorry for David Coffey. 
The· combined · offensive effort 
accounted for• Only 113 yards. 
. On the other hand, UNA played 
their best game of the year. A 
sleeping giant was awakened. The 
Lions ran up just under 400 yards in 
total offense. 
"Believe it or not, I'm pleased 
with the way our defense played," 
said Hollis. "They kept us in the 
game as long as they could." 
'Though the difference was three 
touchdowns, it could have ( and 
should have) been worse. In· the 
opening five minutes of the game, 
UNA blocked a punt and recovered a 
fumble, both deep in Gamecock 
territory. Both times the LioM 
missed a field goal try and caine ~ 
empty. 
It was the final 1: 16 of the first hall 
which established North Alabama's 
supremacy in the contest. The Lions 
moved 48 yards in five plays for one 
'ID. 'Then after recovering a fumble 
on the ensuing kickoff, UNA moved 
10 yards for another touchdown. 
A James Knowles 39-yard field 
goal and a ~yard TD pass for Ille 
Lions in the fourth quarter sent what 
few Jax State fans that remained 
heading for the aisles. 
'The lone Gamecock touclxlown 
came when Eddie Hill hit quar-
terback Bobby Duncan, jarring the 
ball lose on the UNA six where Kyle 
McGovern recovered. Two plays 
later, Coffey flipped a TD pass to 
fullback Mickey Vickers. 
The offense accounted for the 
other six points as their hunt-am-
peck attack got kicker Chris Hobbs 
into range for field goals of 44 and JI 
yards. 
·the loss dropped the ireviol11ly 
17th-ranked Gamecocks to 3-3-1 m 
the year, and embarrassingly, 1-3at 
home. Tenth-rated North Alabama 
picked up their first conference win, 
moving their record to 1-0-3 in the 
Gulf South and ~3 overall. 
Hollis sees Pacers as more even match for J'ville 
BY STEVE CAMP 
For tlie players, coaches, and fans alike, last week's loss to North 
Alabama was one that has put morale at rock bottom. At this point, this 
Saturday's contest at the University of Tennessee at Martin couldn't have 
come at a better time. 
According to the Jacksonville staff, the Pacers are a squad the 
Gamecocks can better match up with. 
Says Joe Hollis, "We are still laying down the foundation. We really want 
to wm, but we are struggling, especially on offense. 
"'There's not a loser down that hall. We're going to do what Joe Hollis 
thmks is best for the program here. We won't make any major changes. 
Hollis' definition of the offense as "struggling" is a bit of an un-
derstatement. "Practically nonexistent" would be a more suitable term at 
thlS point. 
After last week's nightmare, the rushing attack has totaled an un-
believably low 13 net yards in the past three games combined. After 
beginning the season healthy, the offense (especially the line) has been 
riddled with sidelining injuries. 
At guard alone, three of the original players at that position have been 
knocked out of action for the season. The latest to join the ranks of the 
unfortunate is Dusty Dutton who has a "bummed knee" as Hollis terms it. 
Dutton is listed as "questionable, but the coach said the odds are definitely 
against . 
'Though the defense gave up a large number of points, they continue to 
produce noteable performances. Last week against the Lions, the Bandits 
shut down the run for the most part and did in fact keep Jacksonville in the 
contest as long as possible. . 
UT-Martin has also been struggling, more so than have the Gamecocks. 
'Their record stood at ~ until two weeks ago when they tied North 
Alabama. They defeated Southeast Missouri l~t Saturday by the count of 
2~-7. 
(See PACERS, Page 23) 
Photo by MIKE ROBERTS 
Alonzo Blackmon runs down a UNA ball carrier. The "bummed up" Gamecocks will be much more evenly 
matched against the UT-Martin Pacers this week. · 
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Jax State, Jones set goals on fin al four in '85 
BY STEVE CAMP 
In a recent i;ress meeting, Bill 
Jones, head basketball coach of 
Jacksonville State, was ·asked the 
question, "Have you made your 
reservations in Springfield yet?" To 
this Jones simply smiled. 
Bill Jones should be smiling. 
Springfield, Massachusetts, is the 
home of Division II basketball's 
National Final Four Tournament 
and has been the goal of the Jax 
State Gamecocks for the past two 
seasons. It ap~ars this may be the 
year they reach it. 
Jones,·atter signing five blue-chip 
high school prospects last spring, 
stated he had had the finest 
recruiting effort of his career in 
Jacksonville. But over the summer, 
two of those players got away. 
Frank Sillmon of Talladega, rated 
by many as the top prep player in 
the state a year ago, was one of those 
who chose not to attend Jacksonville 
State. Instead, Sillmon decided to 
attend Alabama State. 
But as Jones reassures, enough 
talent remains to carry his 
Gamecocks. "From a talent 
standpoint, I think we are i;retty 
much set at each position. That is 
miething. __ that we · haven't had a 
comfortable feeling about in ~ 
years. 
game. Naturally we tried to solve 
that in our recrµiting. 
According to the head coach, 
Jacksonville was able to land quality 
players who will be able to supply 
immediate help. 
"Coming off the bench takes a 
special talent," explains Jones. 
"It's oot always the most talented 
player that can adjust to that role. I 
think it remains to be seen how good 
our depth will be, but I think it will 
be a crucial factor for us this year. 
Toe entire starting unit for the 
Gamecocks from last season returns 
intact. Toe five-man unit was the 
spearhead of the team which led the 
Gulf South in scoring. 
Melvin Allen (6-1) and Earl 
Warren (6-1) return in the back 
court. Allen led Jax State in scoring 
last year with an 18.5 points per 
game average. That number also 
ranked him among the Gulf South 
Conference leaders in scoring. 
Warren was the team's second 
leading scorer with an average of 
14.5 a game. Along with Allen, the 
pair of them run the floor as well as 
anyone in the conference. 
It appears Jacksonville will once 
again go with a small lineup in the 
front court. Senior Robert Guyton 
( 6-5) and juniors Robert Spurgeon 
(6-5) and Keith McKeller (6-6) man 
the forward and center positions. 
McKeller is tne force. He 
the junior from Birmingham led the 
conwren«e in rebounding. 
Guyton ·and Spurgeon ,rolD'ld out 
the Gamecocks bala!)ced offensi\Je 
attack. Each ·of them averaged· just 
lD'lder 13 poj.nts a game last year. 
"I do think we have some new 
players who will challenge .- tor 
starting roles," says a confident 
Jones. "Unlike previot1s years, I 
don't think our starters can sit back 
and rest easy." 
Of those challengers, Pat Williams 
is the first in line. Williams comes to 
Jacksonville as a transfer from 
Jefferson State Junior College. 
According to the coaches, he has the 
(See BASKETBALL, Page 23) 
1"Deptl\ wis bur primary problem 
·1mt year. We P[Obably lost three or 
four games :down. the 1stretch 
11ec,~e :we didn't ~ave good depth 
.to 1con,._ ;:.. c1t crucial l)()ints of a 
averaged12 po'ints and just lD'lder 10 
rebounds per contest a year ago: 
For the second ~nsectttive-seas!n, 
PIiato by MIKE ROBERTS 
~• Warren jumps for a loose ball In action last season. Maybe this will be the year Jacksonville state 
Jumps to Springfield and into the Final to·our. 
T'm doing. I always drive like this. 
c~ witt~.,: - ~ 1st me. Whats a few 
~hing to me. I'm 
---•~T1th my eyes 
, -. ~ith me. 
>dri 
' ·--... 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP. 
I 
ALVIN WRIGHT 
Alvin Wright is this week's Miller High 
life Player of the Week. Alvin was the most 
vab1able defensive player. Good luck 
a,gainst UT ~4'1'tin this coming week. 
PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
SPONSORED BY 11-IE MILLER BREWING COMPANY 
Steve Camp 
Co-Editor-In-Chief 
, ~ Uiepreabor, tpeere11out.1nt0 thet>owt m.dlsbelief. . "Where a 
everron•/' laai.d tom~ .. ••t.tnp$t.ManJJour•l1l' tsut. ~Mano 
cbanCe or that. . . . . • 
lt.wasµttetreeli(y, Thfstaoo.,"'"~gl.yemp\y u u.,w(t. 
Fl'atermiie&~·theu' ~. but . .oot ip ·the ·usual nuinbtU,'$, .In- ' 
dependents ·'\Jl!ft scauered lightly att0$1 the end sone aeabl.· .•. E\'ffl. the 
PQ1$b seau reaervm fDr honorary ~ and. tbe univenlty a. 
minisb'atiOn were M$S than balf •populated. 
.Nw-tn Alabama fltougbt a good number of spectators with t»fJlU. Fot 
Jaeksonville Siate'Univemt,. lt wu an embarrasSlllg turnout to say U.. 
lea$t. . .. . 
"AfW~ lieat the way we have two other tirm!s at bome this)'W-* 
it's. tougnp Said SpoJ.'ts lnforination Director Rudy Abbott. HQnce Uiey 
lellve;a gaine.aseany ufheyUid at.homecoming, it's bard to get. the fans 
to~baekagm . ; 
Y~, lt wouldbave beeil•difflcultforthiB game to pack out .t.befield wt at 
~nlaSprlnga, but that isP't the football program's fault. The bottom 
Une 11 J~ville State ,students and the people living in tbe city nave 
aemgiven Qu.u,1iversitys atbleticprogramtbe tune of day. 
Mo•~•~ their loyally to a larger school and care nothing 
aboUt Jax blaf.e • . . ~ffiat.1 &lllPlY camot- understand. lf you like.AubUtn.or 
~ so.tmt .• then why tbe•bf,ck· didn't you go to school then to begin 
lt'lfll? 
Alt said, ii Jst'tjusUootball. It~ 9Veff sport we have here. Nothing ls 
tmte~ u aplayer than to break your butt in practtce all week 
.onl1to ~alk;tn tht':fieklor~on game day and see a meager handful Qf 
tans. 
Yes.There bas bee.rl large m>wd.,at spomng events m the three yw-s I 
haveheenbete. JntQm.dattonWeek wt )'eat during basketball Mason wae -~:pfe. 
,Butk wu a prime~. of misguided emthusiasm as well. Dwing 
~ .tbr,ee.gam,e stretch, a majority-0f Uwse attending the games w-ete not 
U.e to seethe action •. '!'hey oou:ldhave cared less who W®or Jost. 
They were Ulere Wi.th hOpQ Of winning some of the free trlzea awarded 
byJbe SGA. orgamiatioos especially, SOme of these groups levied fines on 
tne'l:nbets wb-0 didn't attend. The loudest and most enthusiastic explosion 
of~ during the week came not when the Gamecocks defeated UT-
~ . or West Georgia, it occun'«l when the grand prize winners of th 
W(!ek were announced. 
~ 9f Ute motives f« attending the games, it was a warming 
.. t. . lJUt as sootl as lntimida,tion Week was OVi)f, the erowd.~ dropped 
backtoUJe·liSlJalbandfull. At one basetl)aU game last year, there actually 
~~ players at tbegametban were fans, What an•impression on the 
~team}··· . , ~-,~are notgolngtoclvulge overnight concerning the pathetic 
 ~sporting events on •campus, The mu, thing that bas~ 
~ •hiteWri&.peopte to i)Offle tp the ball~ bas~ to glV& 
-,i).,etiZ.lf~~~not~. . , n . ·r.,,wa~;~maJorsporta~ at.~~vme.-.~bave 
.. · .. ·· ·•· •··· ··· ·., •• ~.~ Yorl\acttbey•so.,• , t)eq~tq'~~••.fMllnavtctery~~ 
~::,t¥tH-rt<7:'?~ -:I(_---~ './t: ... 17f.,: ~t} _ t ; -;, 
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6. Ohio St. 
7. Miami 
8. LSU 
9. Boston Col. 
10. Oklahoma St. 
11. Georgia 
12. Auburn 
13. Fla. St. 
14. SMU 
! and Phi Mu Sorority t 
(7-0) * * 
< 4-o-u ! Presents ; 
(4-0-1) * * 
(1-0> : ANDRE KOLES : 
(6-1) : * 
( 
6-u ! World Renowned Illusionist i 








* *  and Magician  
* * 
! Saturday,· November 6th : 
* * * * !Theron Montgomery Building : 
15. s. Car<olina (6-0) lf- * 
16. Florida (5-1-1) : at 7:30 p.m. : 
(5-1) lf- * 17. West Vir. 
( 5-2 > ! Cost $3.00 per person : 
(5-1) * * 
18. Penn. St. 
19. Kentucky 
(5-2) lf- * 
* * * * 
20. Iowa 
*••···············••11-11-ll--·* 
WH4" YA 'fc9vg!f~~L 
~ Silkscreened Sportswear? 
COSTBUSTERS! 
at B&S Sporting Goods 
From the creative imagination 
of Bill Adams in our new 
'American Desiga' studio to the 
skilled printing of Linny Burgess .. 
you can see we' re your best buy! 
We also fashion terrific team 
uniforms and fraternity/sorority 
jerseys that do you proud! 
Call Jim Stephenson at 237-6986 
or Bill in the studio at 237-0938. 




227 S. Quintard Ave. Anniston, Al. 36201 
lldlber'Z5, 19114 
Pocers--------------
(Continued From Page 20) 
"Martin 1s capable of playing well," says Hollis. "They've played better 
Ille past three weeks than they have the rest of the season. 
"I'm not going to tell you they're a great football team because they 
aren't. But at this point, we cannot take anyone for granted. 
The Pacers, like Jax State at this point are a much better team defen-
ively than offensively. 
Their defense allows an average of 340 yards and over 28 points per 
game. But Martin's offense averages only 11 points per week on just over 
DJ yards. 
Kicking remains Jacksonville State's strongest asset. Chris Hobbs is 8 of 
loo point after attempts and 8 for 11 on field goal tries. 
Gary Waiters remains among the conference leaders in punting with a 
l.3yardaverage. The Gamecocks possess kick coverage teams second to 
ae. Opponents average but five yards per punt and a mere 13 yards per 
..-:kolf on returns. 
his beginning to sound like a broken record, but if Jacksonville is to win 
Saturday they must get some type of running game untracked at all costs. 
lnot, it could be another of those days. 
'l'be contest will be Martin's homecoming, but if the trend holds true to 
11m, it will be a sad day for the Pacers. Jacksonvill~ has a perfect 8-0 
ncord against them in Martin. Hopefully Hollis and company can keep 
llat string alive. 
Basketba/1 _________ _ 
(Continued From Page 21) 
we ( ~2, 180 lbs. )_and ability to play 
1->th guard positions and possibly 
ane small forward. 
Williams possesses a tremendous 
\'el'tical jump and a knack for 
rebowxling. A three-guard offense 
la now a possibility at times thanks 
In part to the addition of Williams. 
Slawn Giddy, who transferred 
frun Western Kentucky a year ago, 
is now eligible for play. He is the 
first 7.foot player to play at 
Jacksonville State. A weight 
program and hard personal work 
las enabled Giddy to bulk up to 225 
po11Jds, size he will be -able use in the 
Diddle. He gives the Gamecocks' lf 
liller in the middle that will force 
•nehts to play more of an outside 
pme. 




( 6-4) and Larry Brown ( 6-8) are 
joined by newcomers Vongohn 
Munroe ( 6-7) and Jesse Feagins ( 6-· 
2) round out the Gamecocks' beneh 
strength. Jax State has 
strengthened the game plan they 
have employed in the past. Jones 
plans to use the 94-foot pressing 
game that has produced 47 victories 
and two national tournament ap-
pearances in the past pair of 
seasons. 
"The morale and work habits of 
the players mac'.e the last two clubs 
easy to work with and I believe this 
will be the case again," says Jones. 
If this is in fact a sign of things to 
come, athletic director Jerry Cole 
should call now for reservations in 
Springfield. 
4:00 p.m. today at 
Pete Mathews 
Come dressed to trv out todav ! 
11lE CHANTICLEER Page Z3 
'No pray, no plaY' rtlOHO for 
Memphis St~te football 
MEMPHIS.TN. (CPS} - Ralpondift8 k> tm,plainb teamabold a joint team prayer just before kickoff on tbe 
from *'parents. plaJers.ataff.and students" at Memphis El Paso field. 
State Unlvtrlity. American Civil Liberty Union (ACLU) After a flood of eomplaint.s about tbe inddem, UT-El 
~ are calllng1ot an end to what they 111 is a ''Ile) Paso offlciall W'lll'hed Yung against hOlding such public 
p-ay, no play" pblloaopby by bead football coach Rey prayers at a state 9dlool. and Yimg baited the. pr,ctice. 
Deqapsey. • . Menpbil Btat-,offleials. boWem' • say they need more 
Among o1ber tbtnc,. says ACLU attorney Bruce proof to mvestiga~ tile aDepttons against Dempsey. 
Kramer. Demp,ey baa fo1'ced Mempbil State rootball 1be ACLU leamed of Dempsey's "evangelical" ac-
p&ayers to attend "mandatory" prayer meeUnp, and tionl tbroUgb ~ ccmplainta from footbaU 
.-.UY taken a ··u you don't pray. you don't play'' players and tbeit pan,mi. Kramer explain, .. 1beyw 
attftllde toward ptayers. __ · been verified by cmnmenta frGm 1be ~ staff and 
Melding reBpm and aport, ''bal no~ at a state other studenta irr¥01vedintbe football program. be ad.cu. 
-~ supported by tu.payer do1bn. Kramer arsuea, and 111e1 public money to IPl-.d tbe coacb•s "(Dempaey) bas held mandatory team meetmgs in 
peraonal J'tDClOII. wblcb 01ttsldeevangelicalpreacbenbaw been called on 
\Jftlvenllty Of· Talls at El Pa8C> offlda1s severely totermOnb:e to 1he p&JE'l'S,;• be says. And DempleJ bas 
rebu.edfOOtld(Oadl BlD Yung tut fall wbenbe belda repotedly told playen thet .. only goctd Cbriltians can be 
pab1ie t-.n ~ Ill a game apmsl BapUak'un gc)CJd athletea. 
Bajtclt~ • . 
~ er·.~ spedatlOrs watched tbe two KramercbargesOemp&eybasallomindbis ~ 
bellel8 wieh bis coacblng dutMb)' bavtnc .. born-again" 
fia>'en lecture stmlents on Cbrlstlanity, by '*keeping 
files on plajers' religious prererences." and by telling 
pla)'el'I that '*he could heal their injm'les tlnUgh 
prayer. 
In one instance, Kramer says, an evangelical pro 
fooCball player met with students "and pNIIB1ytiled and 
asked everyone t!) c.une forward and repmt and accept 
QDil&. Dempef,would not return repeated phone calls 
trom~:...:'].'lle ~---~ any ll"'8a1Jini tbat can be iDVel!ltipt.ed wtn.'' . •~ 
llltversiiy ~.~aour-:•"lfM,we·bave DO 
CGIK'ftte iDcidepti to In~ 81ldwe haw not bad a 
eomplidlllfrdmany oftbep)a,_.on tbe tum." Holmes 
..,._ "Sotbere'snolbma~candoriptnow. 
1'-:~ &amer, howfflr. saya adlool Oftciall ":r..- to meet 1rittl ... fl9ll tbo\lgb tpeclfic lncidenta 







When she's active, 
adventurous and 
stands on her 
own two feet. 
Her confidence 
shows - right 
down to the 
great-looking 
Dingo boots she 
wears. 
Open Q - 6 ffion, - Sat. 435-Q643 Hwy. 21. 4 ffilles South Of Jacksonville 
Page Z4 THE CHANTICLEER Oc&ober ~ 
* * * * * 0-PEN 24· HOURS SEVEN DAYS A WEEK * * * * * 
WE WELCOME STUDENT CHECK CASHING 
. DELI AND BAKERY - -OPEN 24 HOURS 
CATER FRATERNITY & SORORITY PARTIES 
Located On Pelham Road In front. Of Burger King PHONE 435-6521 
~ ~~ Fryer Leg Quarters 4 9 <: LB.- Brawny Paper Towels Giant Roll 6 9 (: 
Royal Crown Cola 2Liter 89<: Jonatha.:i Apples 3 LB. Bag 79<: 
Banner Bathroom Tissue 4 Roll Pkg. 7 9 <: Red Emperor Grapes 69<: LB. 
~ $100 Cash Ora ing · 
Each Satur ay At P. . 
No Registration 
Get Ticket Each Time You Visit The Store 
On Satudray December 8, 
. . 
Drawing Will Be For $500 
